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Abstract

The increased brightness of third-generation synchrotron X-ray sources using un-

dulator insertion devices has opened up new fields for coherent lensless imaging

experiments. While in the optical regime, coherent light sources allowed the pur-

suit of holography and imaging of non-periodic micron-sized objects, hard X-ray

crystallography relied on the constructive interference of periodic lattices to image

atomic structures. In the intermediate regime of soft X-rays, we now have the ca-

pability to coherently image non-periodic nanoscopic structures. Several elemental

resonances, from carbon, nitrogen and oxygen to iron, cobalt and nickel, fall into

the soft X-ray range of 100 eV to 1 keV.

In order to pursue soft X-ray coherent imaging experiments at a synchrotron,

an understanding of the origin of coherence is required. The first part of this

work thus addresses the coherence properties of the undulator source. Imaging in

this regime is both photon and spatial coherence thirsty and there is an inherent

trade-o! between these two resources. The incoherent source structure and the

Heisenberg uncertainty principle lie at the heart of this matter.

In reconstructing images of materials from intensity di!raction patterns, one

faces the well-known phase problem. The second part of this work addresses two

imaging techniques that were extended to the imaging of magnetic domains using

X-ray magnetic circular dichroism. Fourier transform holography encodes the lost

phase information into the intensity di!raction pattern, while multi-wavelength

anomalous di!raction utilizes the energy dependence of the material’s refractive

index to regain the phase information. This latter method simplifies the sample

preparation process and has the potential for coherent scanning microscopy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

X-ray coherent di!ractive imaging, also called speckle imaging or lensless imag-

ing, has become widely used because of the increased brightness o!ered by the

latest (third) generation of synchrotron sources [19, 23, 9, 34]. In particular, lens-

less imaging is a full field of view imaging technique, unlike scanning X-ray mi-

croscopy. It thereby allows snapshot imaging of dynamic objects that change on a

fast timescale. Linear accelerator based X-ray lasers, such as LCLS [20] at Stanford

or XFEL [40] at Hamburg, now allow single-shot imaging with single femtosecond

X-ray pulses [25, 12, 6]. Also, unlike scanning transmission X-ray microscopy, co-

herent imaging provides an image not only of the absorption profile, but of the

dispersion profile as well [24, 30].

The determination and examination of the spatial and temporal coherence is

important for the purpose of lensless imaging. For example, it has been shown that

the reproducibility of phase retrieval imaging is highly impacted by the degree of

coherence [39, 38]. Temporal coherence is relatively straightforward, determined by

the energy resolution of the utilized radiation. Determination of spatial coherence

is equally straightforward using Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, given the X-ray

source’s divergence [1, 28]. Complete treatments of spatial coherence analysis in

the X-ray regime are found in [7, 4, 13]. In X-ray lensless imaging, we typically

wish to maximize intensity, minimize image acquisition time, and hence place the

object to be imaged in the focus of our X-ray source. Being an image of the

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

source, our coherence at the image is hence predominantly determined by the

magnified or demagnified coherence properties of the source itself. To actually

measure spatial coherence, conventionally, a series of Young’s double slit fringe

visibility measurements is used [8, 29]. However, in this thesis we apply a more

advantageous method, using a non-redundant array (NRA) of coded apertures

to accomplish this task in a single shot [36, 21, 28]. With respect to the partial

coherence impact on lensless imaging quality, we develop a signal-to-noise ratio

analysis that examines the impact of photon shot noise on the signal quality. From

the analysis we can conclude that for high-resolution imaging approaching 10 nm,

photon noise and su"cient statistics are expected to be a significant challenge for

most typical objects.

Focusing on lensless imaging in the soft X-ray regime, speckle imaging o!ers

important elemental absorption edges, such as the C, N, O K-edges, the tran-

sition metal L-edges, and the rare earth M-edges. They allow elemental speci-

ficity and higher cross sections to be exploited for better or quicker image acquisi-

tion [9, 30, 31, 28]. Depending on the experimental configuration and the particular

technique used, soft X-ray speckle imaging typically o!ers micrometer-sized fields

of view combined with resolutions of low tens of nanometers, making the tech-

nique applicable to a wide range of biological and technological problems beyond

the scope of optical methods. Speckle imaging consists of two steps. First, the

object of interest is coherently illuminated to create an interference pattern of the

di!racted radiation in the detector plane. Second, the intensity part of the inter-

ference pattern is recorded. Since the phase of the di!racted field is inevitably lost

in the intensity measurement process, the phase has to be reconstructed. There

are several techniques for this such as Fourier transform holography [32], iterative

phase retrieval [34], and multi-wavelength anomalous di!raction phasing [31]. In

this dissertation, we predominantly apply the methods of Fourier transform holog-

raphy and multi-wavelength anomalous di!raction to dichroic magnetic domains

using the X-ray circular dichroism e!ect.



Chapter 2

Coherence Theory

The first section introduces basic coherence. The following two sections further

illustrate the spatial and temporal coherence measures. In each section we will

present a classic definition of the respective coherence measure which, if inter-

preted statistically, is equivalent to a derivation from Heisenberg’s uncertainty

principle. Sections 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 derive analytic theorems applicable to nar-

rowband light, which form the basis for a lot of work in the field of coherence and

coherent imaging [15]. The remaining sections address techniques for the experi-

mental measurement of the randomness described by the coherence factor µ.

3



CHAPTER 2. COHERENCE THEORY 4

2.1 Coherence Introduction

Electromagnetic wave coherence refers to the predictability of the electromagnetic

wavefield. A non-random electromagnetic wave would be completely defined by

a deterministic vector field in space-time. Everything about this wavefield in all

of space-time would be known. The wavefield would be considered completely

coherent. However, nature is random, hence an electromagnetic wave is better

modeled as a vector of probability density functions at each space-time point. The

joint probability density function tying all these individual probability density

functions and their correlations together would give a complete description of this

random wavefield.

For simplicity, only a single electric field component and only the relation of

two space-time points are typically modeled. As a result, polarization-dependent

e!ects or interferences originating from three or more space-time points may not

be describable with this simplified formalism. We define the statistical covariance

of the electric fields at the two space-time points as the mutual coherence function

#(r1, t1, r2, t2) = < E(r1, t1)E(r2, t2) > (2.1)

The average in this definition is an ensemble average, not a time or space average.

Within this simplified formalism, this mutual coherence function describes every-

thing we know about the random wavefield. Properties such as mutual intensity

and relevant correlations can be derived from this one function.

The normalized covariance, or correlation, defines the coherence factor

µ(r1, t1, r2, t2) =
< E(r1, t1)E(r2, t2) >

!

< E(r1, t1)2 >
!

< E(r2, t2)2 >
(2.2)

while the individual rms electric field averages at each space-time point determine

an intensity normalization factor

I0(r1, t1, r2, t2) =
!

< E(r1, t1)2 >
!

< E(r2, t2)2 > (2.3)
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The two components above allow us to rewrite the mutual coherence function as

#(r1, t1, r2, t2) = µ(r1, t1, r2, t2)I0(r1, t1, r2, t2) (2.4)

While easier to work with, the mutual coherence function is still a function of four

dimensions and further abstraction is desired for pragmatic purposes. Concentrat-

ing on the complex coherence factor in the mutual coherence function, we often

find space regions or time periods of high correlation in nature and little correlation

over large distances or time frames. Capitalizing on this observation we introduce

coherence regions in space-time. While the exact shape of the coherence factor is

not important we can model many occurrences in nature as a coherence region

µ(r1, t1, r2, t2) !

"

#

$

1 |r1 " r2| <! !c, |t1 " t2| <! "c

0 else
(2.5)

where !c and "c are the spatial coherence length and coherence time. Hence we

reduced the complexity of the initial random electromagnetic wavefield over all of

space-time to a few coherence measures that can be quoted and communicated

easily.
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2.2 Temporal Coherence

Finite monochromaticity of the electromagnetic wavefield, as expressed by a wave-

length spread $#, results in a relative shift of the peaks and troughs of the di!erent

wavelength components, as the wavefield propagates. If the two components sepa-

rated in wavelength by $# were initially in phase, then after (#/2$#) wavelengths

the two components will be out of phase. Scaled by the speed of light c, as shown

in Fig. 2.1, the same principle applies in the time domain. Hence the temporal or

longitudinal coherence length !! and coherence time "c are often defined as

!! =
#2

2$#
= c

T 2

2$T
= c"c. (2.6)

However, so far no randomness has been introduced. The two wave components

shown in Fig. 2.1 could be two well-defined distinct non-random waves. The co-

herence factor µ(r, t1, r, t2) is unity everywhere along the time axis as there is

no uncertainty. Only the intensity normalization factor I0(r, t1, r, t2) would be-

come zero after one coherence time (t1 = 0, t2 = "c). After two coherence times

(t1 = 0, t2 = 2"c), however, the two components would be in phase again and the

definition of Eqn. 2.6 would not be very sensible for two deterministic components.

Figure 2.1: If two wave components with period di!erence $T are initially in
phase, then after (T/2$T ) periods the two components will be out of phase. Hence
"c = T 2/2$T is called the coherence time.
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For three or more well-defined non-random wave components, each with distinct

but similar period such that the largest period di!erence $T << T , the approx-

imate period T of all three components, the previous maximum at t2 = 2"c will

not be reached again. Only at the largest common multiplier of the three periods

will a maximum be reached again. For many more than three non-random dis-

tinct periods within period spread $T << T this maximum will disappear into

the distant future and can be neglected. Hence the definition of coherence time in

Eqn. 2.6 could make sense for a superposition of multiple well-defined non-random

wave components if the definition of coherence is expanded to include the inten-

sity normalization factor going towards zero. If, however, we stick to coherence as

being a measure for statistic correlation, Eqn. 2.6 still does not represent a sensible

definition, regardless of how many wave deterministic components we include, as

the coherence factor µ(r, t1, r, t2) will still be unity everywhere. Only if we inter-

pret $# as the uncertainty spread of a probability density function we introduce

the required randomness to let the coherence factor become zero and to validate

Eqn. 2.6 as a sensible measure for the statistic coherence region in the coherence

factor µ(r1, t1, r2, t2).

An alternative derivation starts from the Heisenberg uncertainty principle which

states that for any photon or wavefield

$E$t >!
!

2
(2.7)

Hence the time $t over which the photon or wavefield was emitted is

$t >!
!

2$E
=

1

4$$f
=

1

4$$( 1
T )

=
T 2

4$$T
=

1

2$
"c (2.8)

Hence a photon whose origination time is fuzzy by $t due to Heisenberg uncer-

tainty in wavelength $# has a coherence time on the order of $t ! "c. Hence, one

could interpret the “size” of a photon wavepacket parallel to its propagation direc-

tion to be equivalent to its temporal coherence length as described by statistical

wave optics.
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2.3 Spatial Coherence

In analogy to temporal coherence, a spatial coherence length could be defined as

the distance over which two parallel wavefronts that are at a slight angle $% go

from being in phase to out of phase. Figure 2.2 illustrates the concept. Starting

at a point where the peaks of the wavefronts coincide, by moving along one of the

two wavefronts in space, one wave will lag the other by #/2 after a distance of

!c =
#

2$%
(2.9)

Again no randomness has been introduced up to this point. This definition

does not make sense for two well-defined non-random waves as the coherence fac-

tor is unity everywhere and the intensity normalization factor reaches a zero after

a distance of !c but then goes back to the original maximum after a distance

of 2!c along the wavefront. After introducing multiple well-defined non-random

wavefronts within an angular spread of $%, the definition of Eqn. 2.9 could be

interpreted as coherence length for the intensity normalization factor. Finally, in-

terpreting the spread $% statistically as the width of a probability density function

then Eqn. 2.9 represents a sensible measure of the statistical coherence region as

described by the coherence factor.

Analogous to the temporal coherence case, an alternative derivation comes from

Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle

$x$p >!
!

2
(2.10)

The angular spread $% over which the photon or wavefield could be detected places

a lower bound on the position uncertainty of the photon or wavefield emission

$x >!
!

2$p
=

!

2p$%
=

#

4$$%
=

1

2$
!c (2.11)

Hence a photon or wavefield whose origination in space is fuzzy by $x due to
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Heisenberg uncertainty in angular spread $% has a spatial coherence length on the

order of $x ! !c. Hence, one could interpret the “size” of a photon wavepacket

perpendicular to its propagation direction to be equivalent to its spatial coherence

area as described by statistical wave optics.

Figure 2.2: A wavefront arrives at a slight angle di!erence $% to a second wave-
front. The distance along the initial wavefront to go from in phase to out of phase
!c = #/2$% is called the coherence length. The small-angle approximation is
applied.
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2.4 Mutual Coherence Propagation

In Section 2.1 we introduced the mutual coherence function as the covariance of

the random wavefield spanning all of space-time. Obviously the electromagnetic

wavefield complies with Maxwell’s equations for electrodynamics. Hence rather

than starting with the mutual coherence function in all of space-time, which is

rarely known or concisely treatable, we can alternatively start with a known wave-

source or -sink distribution in space-time and derive the resulting mutual coherence

function in space-time using Maxwell’s equations. Without loss of generality, let’s

assume all sources and sinks are in a space region %r and we are interested in the

resulting mutual coherence function in space region %q.

An even simpler derivation, allowing us to use the Huygens–Fresnel principle

instead of Maxwell’s equations, is to restrict all wave-sources to narrowband light

of average angular frequency &̄ = 2$c/#̄ >> $&. Narrowband light is modeled by

the analytic (complex) signal

E(r, t) =

%

E(r,&)e!i"(r,#)e!i#t d& (2.12)

Using the Huygens–Fresnel principle [15] of propagation from points r # %r to a

points q # %q with distance z = |q " r|, we approximate

E(q, t) $
%

1

i#̄z
E

&

r, t "
z

c

'

d%r (2.13)

The analytic signal mutual coherence function in region %q is then the covariance

of two points q1, q2 # %q

!(q1, q2,$t) = < E(q1, t)E
"(q2, t + $t) > (2.14)

Substituting the Fresnel–Huygens propagation law for individual signals and as-

suming that average distances between regions %r and %q are far larger than the

extents of the regions individually, we arrive at the narrowband far-field mutual
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coherence propagation law

!(q1, q2,$t) $
%%

1

#̄2z1z2
!

(

r1, r2,$t +
z1 " z2

c

)

d%r,1 d%r,2 (2.15)

where ri # %r,i = %r and zi = |qi " ri|.
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2.5 The van Cittert–Zernike Theorem

A very often utilized theorem from statistical optics involving the mutual coher-

ence propagation law is the van Cittert–Cernike Theorem. It applies the mutual

coherence propagation law to a narrowband spatially incoherent source of mutual

coherence [15]

!(r1, r2, 0) $ I(r1)'

(
*

*

*

*

r2 " r1

#̄

*

*

*

*

)

(2.16)

where '(x) is Dirac’s impulse distribution. The mutual propagation law reduces

under application of the paraxial approximation to two parallel surfaces %r and

%q separated by the perpendicular distance z0 = |q0 " r0| to

!(q1, q2, 0) $
1

#̄2z2
0

%

I(r)e2$i (q2!q1)·r/%̄z0 d%r (2.17)

where r # %r and the vector pair (!q
z0

, r
%̄
) form a Fourier transform variable pair. In

words, the instantaneous ($t = 0) far-field mutual coherence function !(q1, q2, 0)

of a narrowband incoherent source I(r) is translationally invariant and equals the

Fourier transform of the incoherent source profile I(r),

!($q, 0) ! F{I(r)}. (2.18)
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2.6 Schell’s Theorem

Another often-utilized theorem from statistical optics involving the mutual coher-

ence propagation law is Schell’s theorem. It applies the mutual coherence propaga-

tion law to a translationally invariant mutual coherence function passing through

a partially transmitting surface and then models the scattered intensity distribu-

tion in a far-field surface. Let the mutual coherence function just prior to passing

through partially transmitting surface %r be given by

!($r,$t) = < E(r, t)E"(r + $r, t + $t) >, (2.19)

then immediately after passing through surface %r it will be

!t($r,$t) = < tE(r)E(r, t)tE
"(r + $r)E"(r + $r, t + $t) > (2.20)

where tE(r), with r # %r, is the complex electric field transmittance, modeling

phase shifts and amplitude reductions as the mutual coherence function passes

through surface %r. Again under application of the paraxial approximation to two

parallel surfaces %r and %q separated by the perpendicular distance z0 = |q0 " r0|,
for q = q1 = q2, the mutual coherence propagation law now reduces to

!(q, q, 0) $
1

#̄2z2
0

%%

tE(r)tE
"(r + 'r) d%r,1 !($r, 0)e2$i (q!q0)·!r/%̄z0 d%r,2 (2.21)

with r, r + 'r # %r,1; r, r +$r # %r,2 and q # %q. The vector pair (!q
z0

, !r
%̄

) forms a

Fourier transform variable pair. In words, the far-field intensity distribution I(r)

from a scattering surface is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation of the sur-

face’s electric field transmittance tE multiplied by the illuminating translationally

invariant mutual coherence function !($r, 0),

I(q) = !(q, q, 0) $ F{(tE % tE)($r)!($r, 0)}. (2.22)
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2.7 Young’s Double Slit

We have discussed the nature of coherence (Introduction), a mathematical model

of coherence (mutual coherence function), the propagation of fields and associated

coherence through space-time (mutual coherence propagation law, van Cittert–

Zernike), and finally the interaction of the fields with a scattering surface to form

an intensity di!raction pattern (Schell’s theorem). In this section we introduce a

method to actually measure the randomness of the mutual coherence function, as

described by a translationally invariant coherence factor µ($r,$t = 0), given a far-

field intensity di!raction pattern I(q) = !(q, q, 0). Consider Schell’s theorem and

apply it to a Young-type double slit surface %r, such that if r # %r & r + d # %r

and

tE(r) =
1

2
'(r) +

1

2
'(r + d) (2.23)

with ' being Dirac’s impulse distribution. The inverse Fourier transform of Schell’s

theorem then becomes

F!1{I(q)}($r) $ +
1

2
'($r " d)!($r, 0)

+ '($r)!($r, 0)

+
1

2
'($r + d)!($r, 0).

Evaluating this distribution around the relevant non-zero points $r = 0 and $r =

±d gives

!(0, 0) $ F!1{I(q)}(0)

!(±d, 0) $ 2F!1{I(q)}(±d)

where !(0, 0) = I0(q, t, q, t) is the intensity normalization factor in Eqn. 2.4. Thus,

if we illuminate a double slit of separation d and record the far-field intensity

di!raction pattern I(q) = !(q, q, 0), we can compute the magnitude of the complex
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coherence factor µ($r,$t) at the spatial translation d as

|µ(d, 0)| $
*

*

*

*

!(d, 0)

!(0, 0)

*

*

*

*

$
*

*

*

*

2F!1{I(q)}(d)

F!1{I(q)}(0)

*

*

*

*

(2.24)

Alternatively, one can measure the fringe visibility V as

V =
max{I(q)}" min{I(q)}
max{I(q)} + min{I(q)}

$ |µ(d, 0)|. (2.25)

Figure 2.3 illustrates the measurement of the coherence factor using a double slit

and Schell’s theorem.
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(a) Double Slit Transmittance

(b) Double Slit Autocorrelation

(c) Illuminating Mutual Coherence

F!1{I(q)}(0) = 1.0

F!1{I(q)}(d) = 0.18

(d) Inverse Transform of (e)

max{I(q)} = 0.86

min{I(q)} = 0.42

(e) Far−field Intensity

|µ(d,0)| ! |2F!1{I(q)}(d)/F!1{I(q)}(0)| ! 0.36

|µ(d,0)| ! [max{I(q)}"min{I(q)}]/[max{I(q)} + min{I(q)}] ! 0.34

(f)

Figure 2.3: (a) A double-slit electric field transmittance function. (b) The au-
tocorrelation of the transmittance function. (c) An illuminating translationally
invariant mutual coherence function. (d) The product of (b) and (c), or the in-
verse Fourier transform of the di!raction intensity. (e) The Fourier transform of
(d), or the far-field di!raction intensity. (f) Two ways to calculate the coherence
factor.
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2.8 Top-hat Aperture

As seen in the previous section, by employing Schell’s theorem, double slits of

separation d can be used to measure the coherence factor |µ($r, 0)|. In order to

measure the entire coherence factor |µ($r, 0)| as a function of arbitrary $r this

way, one needs to measure many double slits of varying separations $r, which

becomes quite cumbersome.

Alternatively one can apply Schell’s theorem to a transmittance function that

contains all length scales simultaneously up to lmax, such as the top hat function

tE(r) =

"

#

$

1 |r| < lmax

2

0 else
(2.26)

then

F!1{I(q)}($r) $ &($r)!($r, 0) (2.27)

where &($r) is the triangle autocorrelation function of the top-hat function. Know-

ing the top-hat transmittance profile a priori, we can calculate

|µ($r, 0)| $
*

*

*

*

!($r, 0)

!(0, 0)

*

*

*

*

$
*

*

*

*

1

&($r)

F!1{I(q)}($r)

F!1{I(q)}(0)

*

*

*

*

(2.28)

The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The entire illuminating coherence factor

is reconstructed in Fig. 2.4(f) in the interval $r # ["lmax, lmax].
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(a) Top−Hat Transmittance

(b) Top−Hat  Autocorrelation

(c) Illuminating Mutual Coherence

(d) Inverse Transform of (e)

(e) Far−field Intensity

|µ(d,0)| ! 0.37

(f) Ratio of (d) to (b)

Figure 2.4: (a) A top-hat electric field transmittance function. (b) The au-
tocorrelation of the transmittance function. (c) An illuminating translationally
invariant mutual coherence function. (d) The product of (b) and (c), or the in-
verse Fourier transform of the di!raction intensity. (e) The Fourier transform of
(d), or the far-field di!raction intensity. (f) The illuminating mutual coherence
factor is reconstructed by measuring (e) and knowing (b) a priori.
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2.9 Non-Redundant Arrays

As seen in the previous section, by employing Schell’s theorem, a top-hat trans-

mittance function of width lmax can be used to measure the coherence factor si-

multaneously for all $r # ["lmax, lmax]. In practice, however, this procedure is less

than ideal. In forming the ratio of Fig. 2.4(d) to Fig. 2.4(b), we notice that the

denominator, the inverse transform of the measured far field intensity, drops o!

very quickly as |$r| increases. This is due to the fact that small length scale inter-

ferences |$r| << lmax are abundant at any r # ["lmax/2, lmax/2], while large length

scale interferences |$r| ! lmax occur only at r ! ±lmax/2. Any noise present in

measuring the far-field intensity will quickly overwhelm the actual signal at length

scales |$r| ! lmax. Thus it would be advantageous to use a transmittance sample,

other than the top-hat function, that still has all length scales up to lmax present,

but reduces the redundant |$r| << lmax interferences. Such a transmittance mask

is called a non-redundant array (NRA) [10].

Figure 2.5 illustrates the non-redundant array method. Comparing Fig. 2.5(d)

and Fig. 2.4(d), one can see how the non-redundant array method reduces the

redundant |$r| << lmax amplitudes, leaving only a spike at |$r| ! 0.
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(a) NRA Transmittance

(b) NRA Autocorrelation

(c) Illuminating Mutual Coherence

(d) Inverse Transform of (e)

(e) Far−field Intensity

|µ(d,0)| ! 0.37

(f) Ratio of (d) to (b)

Figure 2.5: (a) An NRA electric field transmittance function. (b) The autocorre-
lation of the transmittance function. (c) An illuminating translationally invariant
mutual coherence function. (d) The product of (b) and (c), or the inverse Fourier
transform of the di!raction intensity. (e) The Fourier transform of (d), or the
far-field di!raction intensity. (f) The illuminating mutual coherence factor is re-
constructed by measuring (e) and knowing (b) a priori.



Chapter 3

Imaging Theory

In the previous chapter we examined the statistical treatment of mutual coherence

and its propagation through space. We were able to relate the “size” of a pho-

ton to the coherence volume, thus describing the photonic nature of light using

statistical wave optics. In this chapter, we examine the transmission of photons

through samples whose spatial extent of transmittance is generally smaller than

the photon’s coherence area perpendicular to propagation. Thus in this section,

imaging can be described in terms of a coherence factor equal to unity. We will

show in the first section that this reduces our imaging problem to coherent Fraun-

hofer di!raction described by a simple Fourier transform. However, the interac-

tion process of photon and material sample is intrinsically quantum mechanical

with e!ects such as photon transmission, absorption, and elastic and inelastic re-

radiation. In the second section, we thus examine the scattering mechanism in a

material to justify that the transmitted radiation given by transmittance function

tE(r) is composed of both absorptive, re-emitted, and non-absorptive components.

In the third section, we introduce empirically obtained optical constants and the

thin film approximation. In Section 3.4 we deduce the Kramers–Kronig relations,

which in turn relate the real and imaginary parts of the transmittance function

tE(r). With a full description of the complex transmittance function in hand, we

can then return to the theory of statistical wave optics in the Fraunhofer limit to

focus on the theory of solving the phase problem using the holography technique,

21
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basic phase retrieval, and multi-wavelength anomalous di!raction. In Sections 3.8

and 3.9 we extend the previous absolute imaging methodologies to di!erential or

dichroic imaging.
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3.1 Imaging Introduction

Recall Schell’s theorem, Eqn. 2.22, the propagation law for the narrowband mu-

tual coherence function from surface r # %r to surface q # %q applied to a field

transmittance function tE at surface %r .

!(q, q, 0) $ F{(tE % tE)($r)!($r, 0)}. (3.1)

Restricting our discussion to coherent, spatially homogenous illumination,

µ(r1, t1, r2, t2) = 1 and I0(r1, r1, r2, t2) = I0, then !($r, 0) = I0 and Schell’s theo-

rem becomes

< E(q, t)E"(q, t) > $ F{I0 (tE % tE)($r)}. (3.2)

From the autocorrelation theorem (or the Wiener–Khinchin theorem), we conclude

that

E(q) $ F{
!

I0 tE(r)}, (3.3)

or even simpler, by defining the new source E(r) =
'

I0 tE(r),

E(q) $ F{E(r)}. (3.4)

This last equation is the very familiar result of Fraunhofer di!raction. The real

space field distribution is related to the far-field distribution by a simple Fourier

transform. In lensless imaging applications, we are typically concerned with re-

constructing the complex transmittance function tE(r) from the far-field intensity

di!raction pattern |E(q)|2. The measurement of the intensity, rather than the

complex amplitude, gives rise to the phase problem in coherent di!ractive imaging.
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3.2 Scattering Cross Sections

In this section, we make a shift from statistical wave optics with a photon being

interpreted as the coherence volume, to a deeper quantum mechanical picture in

order to understand the origin of the transmittance function tE(r) used in imaging.

Heisenberg postulated any interaction event to be describable by a scattering

matrix of N dimensions or channels, and this scattering treatment should be con-

sidered axiomatic in quantum mechanics [14, 26]. Each scattering channel has a

certain probability with all channel probabilities adding to unity. Alternatively,

one can translate probabilities into cross sections, with all channel cross sections

adding up to a total interaction cross section.

The scattering matrix can be described in many equivalent representations.

We will choose to use the channels non-absorption, absorption+re-emission, and

absorption+dissipation. Note that any inelastic re-radiation would be captured

under the absorption+dissipation channel. In view of high-fluence sources such

as X-ray lasers, one may wish to further divide the absorption+re-emission chan-

nel into sub-channels spontaneous-emission and stimulated-emission. Probability

conversation then implies

Ptot = Pnabs + Pspon + Pstim + Pdis = 1 (3.5)

When a photon of spatial coherence area %0 impinges on the scattering material,

we can define the macroscopic cross sections %if as

%if = Pif %0 (3.6)

yielding the conservation of total cross sections

%tot = %nabs + %spon + %stim + %dis = %0. (3.7)

Moving to an atomic or microscopic model, let there be Na atoms in the projection
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of photon “size” %0, then we get the atomic cross sections

%tot = Na{(nabs + (spon + (stim + (dis} = %0. (3.8)

which in turn can be calculated from atomic transition rates

(if =
Tif

'0
(3.9)

where Tif = Nph pif is the atomic transition probability per unit time, Nph is

the incident photon flux in units of [per second], and pif is the atomic transition

probability of a single photon. '0 = Nph/%0 is the incident photon flux density.

Let us now introduce positional variations in the material depending on position

r # %0. This could be due to the presence of atoms of a certain type and density

in one sub-region of %0, while atoms of a di!erent type and density occupy other

sub-regions.

%tot =

%

dNa {(nabs(r) + (spon(r) + (stim(r) + (dis(r)} = %0 (3.10)

Here we will be concerned with only low-fluence sources and thus assume that

(stim(r) $ 0. The fraction of the total interaction cross section that gives rise to

scattered radiation is

%scat(r) =

%

dNa{(nabs(r) + (spon(r)} (3.11)

A di!erent channel representation decomposes scattered radiation into transmitted

and reflected radiation giving

%scat(r) =

%

dNa {(trans(r) + (refl(r)} (3.12)

Thus, the transmitted radiation that we are looking forward to measure will be

given by

%trans(r) =

%

dNa {(nabs(r) + (spon(r) " (refl(r)} (3.13)
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We now return to classical optics, assuming that the transmissive radiation from

%trans(r) can be considered coherent point sources of radiation into an angle of 4$

according to Huygens principles. We can now define the intensity transmission

function as

tI(r) $
%trans(r)

%0
(3.14)

and the field transmittance function becomes

|tE(r)| $

+

%trans(r)

%0
. (3.15)

This concludes the quantum mechanical discussion. It illustrates the physical origin

of transmitted radiation to be the superposition of non-absorbed and absorbed+re-

emitted wave components.
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3.3 The Optical Constants

In the previous section, we gained a quantum mechanical understanding for the

origin of the magnitude of the transmittance function. In this section, we will link

this magnitude to empirical observations.

From empirical absorption measurements, we know that if a beam hits a ho-

mogeneous sample, such that the transmittance function t(r) = const for r # %0,

where %0 is again the photon “size” perpendicular to the direction of propagation,

then the transmission intensity follows the exponential law

I #
tr = I0 e!µz(#)d (3.16)

where µz(&) is a frequency and material-dependent absorption coe"cient and d is

the thickness of the material. Note that I #
tr should not be expressed as a function

of variable z, but only as a function of thickness d. Nobody ever measured the

intensity inside the sample at position position z # [0, d]. The only quantity

measured is the number of photons being transmitted through the entire sample

of thickness d compared to a total number of incident photons. Only when we do

multiple experiments with films of the same material and of various thicknesses d,

we deduce the exponential relationship shown above.

From empirical dispersion or interferometry measurements, we know that if we

split a beam into two equally long but separate paths, and then recombine the

beams, then we measure the intensity

I ##
tr ! cos2()z(&)d) (3.17)

upon insertion of a homogenous material of thickness d into one of the two paths,

where )z(&) is a frequency and material-dependent dispersion coe"cient and d is

the thickness of the material. Note again, this equation should not be thought of

as a function of space variable z, but only as a function of material thickness d.

Only when we insert materials of varying thicknesses d we measure the sinosoidal

relationship above.
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In order to form a link to the so-called optical constants or index of refraction,

we need to move away from the quantum mechanical interpretation and model the

system classically as electric fields that are functions of the penetration depth z

into the material. We model

Etr(z) = E0 eik(n(#)!1)z ei(kz!#t). (3.18)

Applying this model to the two empirical examples above of absorption and dis-

persion measurements, we obtain

|E#
tr(d)|2 = E2

0 |e!k${n(#)}d|2 (3.19)

and

|E##
tr(d)|2 ! |1 + eik%{n(#)!1}d|2. (3.20)

Comparing the empirical relations and the modeled relations we obtain

({n(&)} = µz(&)/2k (3.21)

and

){n(&) " 1} = ±2)z(&)/k. (3.22)

Thus we found the index of refraction to be given by

n(&) = 1 ± 2)z(&)/k + iµz(&)/2k. (3.23)

We now define the optical constants as '(&) = *2)z(&)/k and *(&) = µz(&)/2k

such that

n(&) = 1 " '(&) + i*(&). (3.24)

With this index of refraction, we can thus model empirically our electric field as

exiting a material of thickness d as

Etr(z) = E0 eik(n(#)!1)d ei(kz!#t), (3.25)
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giving a complex field transmittance function tE of

tE = eik(n(#)!1)d = e!ik&(#)de!k'(#)d (3.26)

Note that the absorption coe"cient *(&) reduces the magnitude |tE| in agreement

with our quantum mechanical derivation of Eqn. 3.15. It does not a priori relate

to the real part of the transmittance function.

Similarly, note that the dispersion coe"cient '(&) rotates the phase Arg(tE).

It does not a priori relate to the imaginary part of the transmittance function.

In the limit of small absorption and dispersion only, k'(&)d << 1 and k*(&)d <<

1, such that

tE $ 1 " ik'(&)d " k*(&)d " ik2'(&)*(&)d2. (3.27)

Now we can approximate

tE $ 1 " ik'(&)d " k*(&)d. (3.28)

Thus, we found a way to extrapolate macroscopic empirical measurements to find

a complex transmittance function, presumably applicable to microscopic systems.

However, while absorption measurements are plentiful, dispersion measurements

are more challenging, particularly in the X-ray regime. Luckily, basic physical

causality prescribes a relation between real and imaginary parts of the transmit-

tance function, as we shall see in the next chapter. The Kramers–Kronig relations

will allow us to compute '(&) from *(&).
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3.4 Kramers–Kronig Relations

In this section, we will see that linear susceptibility, physical causality, and math-

ematical (complex) analyticity allow us to calculate the dispersion '(&) from the

absorption *(&) [26, 11].

Let us recall the analytic (complex) narrowband light model of Eqn. 2.12. We

model the incident wave as

Ei(r, t) =

%

Ei(r,&)e!i"i(r,#)e!i#t d& (3.29)

where the quantities Ei(r,&) and +i(r,&) are determined and known for this ar-

gument. The outgoing wave is modeled as

Eo(r, t) =

%

Eo(r,&)e!i"o(r,#)e!i#t d& (3.30)

where Eo(r,&) and phase +o(r,&) are yet to be determined.

We now impose a linear system response tE(r,&)e!i"t(r,#). The outgoing wave

is thus given by

Eo(r,&)e!i"o(r,#) = tE(r,&)e!i"t(r,#) Ei(r,&)e!i"i(r,#). (3.31)

We define the Fourier transform of the system response as

tE(r, t) =

%

tE(r,&)e!i"t(r,#)e!i#t d&. (3.32)

By the convolution theorem of Fourier transforms, we obtain

Eo(r, t) =

% &

!&

d" tE(r, t " ")Ei(r, "). (3.33)

Now let the incident wave |tE(r, t)| = 0 for t < 0; then by the principle of physical
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causality |Eo(r, t)| = 0 for t < 0, such that

Eo(r, t) =

% t

!&

d" tE(r, t " ")Ei(r, "). (3.34)

Furthermore, let us recall that, as a function of time, only the real part of the

analytic signal is physically meaningful, so that

){Eo(r, t)} =

% t

!&

d" tE(r, t " ")){Ei(r, ")} (3.35)

from which we conclude that

tE(r, t) = ){tE(r, t)} = tE(r, t). (3.36)

Back in frequency space, the Hermitian symmetry properties of the Fourier trans-

form thus require

tE(r,&) = tE
"(r,"&) (3.37)

or

t#E(r,&) = t#E(r,"&) (3.38)

t##E(r,&) = "t##E(r,"&) (3.39)

where tE(r,&) = t#E(r,&) + it##E(r,&).

We now make the final assumption that tE(r,!) is analytic in complex ! =

&# + i&## and that tE(r,!) " 1 + 0 as |!|+ ,. We can now form a contour

integral along the real axis with a small semicircle around &# = & and conclude by

Cauchy’s residue theorem that

P
% &

!&

d&#

i$

tE(&#) " 1

&# " &
= tE(r,&) " 1. (3.40)
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Taking the real and imaginary parts we obtain

P
% &

!&

d&#

$

t#E(&#) " 1

&# " &
= "t##E(r,&) (3.41)

and

P
% &

!&

d&#

$

t##E(&#)

&# " &
= t#E(r,&) " 1. (3.42)

Thus in complete generality, without having a specific microscopic model for the

dispersion relation, linearity, causality, and analyticity enforce the Kramers–Kronig

relations between real and imaginary part of the response tE(r,&).

Substituting the thin film approximation from the previous section,

tE " 1 $ "ik'(&)d " k*(&)d, (3.43)

we obtain from Eqn. 3.41

k'(&)d $ P
% &

!&

d&#

$

"k*(&)d

&# " &
(3.44)

allowing us to write

tE(r,&) $ 1 " k*(&)d + iP
% &

!&

d&#

$

k*(&)d

&# " &
. (3.45)

In conclusion, if we have a data set that empirically models *(&) over practically

all frequencies, then we can compute the associated dispersion, and thus the full

complex transmittance.
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3.5 Fourier Transform Holography

In the previous section, we developed a full description of the complex transmit-

tance function tE(r,&). We can now describe the process of imaging using Fourier

transform holography. Recall from Section 3.1 that for homogenous and coherent

illumination

E(q)/
!

I0 $ F{ tE(r)}. (3.46)

However, we can measure only the intensity,

I(q)/I0 $ F{(tE % tE)($r)}. (3.47)

Thus, if we took an inverse Fourier transform of the intensity pattern, we would get

an image of the autocorrelation of tE, rather than tE itself. One simple solution

is to consider a transmittance function as the linear superposition of an object

function to(ro) -= 0 + ro # %o and a reference function tr(r) ! '(r " rr) such

that min{|rr " ro|} > max{|ro,1 " ro,2|} with ro, ro,1, ro,2 # %o and '(r " rr) being

a Dirac impulse distribution around rr. Then Eqn. 3.47 becomes

I(q)/I0 $ F{to % to($r) + tr % tr($r) + to % tr($r) + tr % to($r)}, (3.48)

I(q)/I0 $ F{to % to($r) + tr % tr($r) + to(r " rr) + t"o(rr " r)}. (3.49)

The latter two terms to(r " rr) and t"o(rr " r) thus provide an actual image and

a complex conjugate image of the object, provided the first two terms to % to($r)

and tr % tr($r) are zero in the area where to(r " rr) and t"o(rr " r) are of interest.

The conditions on to and tr quoted earlier ensure that this is the case.

Thus in Fourier transform holography, an image of the complex transmittance

function to can be obtained by taking a simple Fourier transform of the intensity

di!raction pattern.
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3.6 Phase Retrieval Imaging

In the previous section, we saw how to solve the phase problem using Fourier

transform holography. If we do not have the luxury of an interfering object and

reference wave, the phase is inevitably lost. We can, however, attempt to retrieve

a phase that is consistent with the di!raction pattern that we record.

First, we measure the intensity di!raction pattern I(q).

I(q) = |E(q)|2 (3.50)

Second, we initially guess the lost phase to be random.

+#
E(q) . random guess (3.51)

Third, we calculate the estimated real space transmittance t#E(r) as

t#E(r) . F!1{|E(q)|/
!

I0 ei"!E(q)} (3.52)

Third, any real physical sample tE(r) is bound in space, that is there exists a

support s(r) such that tE(r) = s(r) tE(r) / r. However, the just computed function

t#E(r) might not fulfill that requirement. Hence we apply this support constraint:

t#E(r) . s(r) t#E(r) (3.53)

Fourth, the newly found t#E(r) can be used to find a new estimate of the far-field

di!raction.

E#(q) .
!

I0F{t#E(r)} (3.54)

Fifth, we use this phase information as our new phase guess.

+#
E(q) . Arg(E#(q)) (3.55)

Sixth, we return to the third step.

After hundreds or thousands of iterations, the algorithm may converge to one
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possible solution of the sample that was originally imaged. However, simple phase

retrieval as described above is plagued by many faults, such as the question of

uniqueness, slow convergence, and convergence stagnation as well as symmetry

complications. Many adjustments to the method above have been implemented,

such as the input method, the output method, the hybrid input-output method,

and shrink-wrap algorithms. All of these methods attempt to help the algorithm

to converge to a solution better or faster with identical a priori information.
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3.7 MAD Imaging (Multi-Wavelength

Anomalous Di"raction)

Instead of relying on new tricks to make algorithms converge better or faster with

the same a priori information, we can add additional information. This information

will further constrain the problem and thus will allow faster convergence to a

solution that can be trusted to be closer to the true solution. One way to add

additional constraints is to image the same object at a second, di!erent energy

around a resonance edge. If certain features in the di!raction pattern respond

resonantly to the new energy, while other features do not, a completely di!erent

di!raction pattern emerges, providing plenty of new information that can be used

to constrain the original algorithm discussed in the previous section.

Let a sample inside a support region s(r) be described by complex transmit-

tance

tE $ 1 " kd(r)*(&)" ikd(r)'(&) (3.56)

then the transmittance function can be separated into a non-resonant and a reso-

nant component (refer to AppendixB for detailed derivation)

tE(r) = tNR(r) " (*̂R + i'̂R)tR(r), (3.57)

where

*̂R = (*on " *o")/
!

(*on " *o")2 + ('on " 'o")2 (3.58)

'̂R = ('on " 'o")/
!

(*on " *o")2 + ('on " 'o")2 (3.59)

Let T = F{t}, then we measure the intensity

I(q)/I0 = |TNR(q) " (*̂ + i'̂)TR(q)|2. (3.60)

On-resonance we measure at two distinct energies E1 and E1 the symmetric and
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asymmetric intensity patterns

Ion,1,e(q)/I0 = |TNR(q)|2 + |TR(q)|2 " 2|TR(q)TNR(q)|*̂R,1 cos(+NRR(q)) (3.61)

Ion,1,o(q)/I0 = "2|TR(q)TNR(q)|'̂R,1 sin(+NRR(q)) (3.62)

Ion,2,e(q)/I0 = |TNR(q)|2 + |TR(q)|2 " 2|TR(q)TNR(q)|*̂R,2 cos(+NRR(q)) (3.63)

Ion,2,o(q)/I0 = "2|TR(q)TNR(q)|'̂R,2 sin(+NRR(q)) (3.64)

where +NRR(q) = Arg(TNR(q)) " Arg(TR(q)) and |TR(q)|2 $ 0.

From these four equations, we can determine the unknowns |TNR(q)|, |TR(q)|,
and +NRR(q). The variable pair |TNR(q)| and tNR(q) represent one phase retrieval

problem. The variable pair |TR(q)| and tR(q) represents a second phase retrieval

problem. The beauty of MAD imaging is that the additional information +NRR(q)

links the two otherwise independent phase retrieval problems.

Starting with a random phase guess +NR,0(q), we then retrieve +R,n(q) and

+NR,n(q) as

tNR,n = |sF!1{|TNR|ei"NR,n"1}| (3.65)

+R,n = "+NRR + Arg(F{tNR,n}) (3.66)

tR,n = sF!1{|TNR|ei"R,n} (3.67)

+NR,n = ++NRR + Arg(F{tR,n}) (3.68)

where s(q) is a real space support. Note that taking the absolute value in Eqn. 3.65

requires tNR(q) 0 0, / q, while it also selects the global phase for tNR(q) to be

zero. Due to the additional constraint this method converges much quicker than

traditional phase retrieval. A more detailed derivation including intermediate steps

is found in Appendix B.
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3.8 Dichroic Holography

In Section 3.5 we developed Fourier transform holography. In this section, we

extend the method to di!erential or dichroic holography. Assume right and left

circularly polarized light has di!erent transmittance profiles tE,±(r). We will thus

measure two intensity patterns

I±(q)/I0 $ F{to,± % to,±($r) + tr % tr($r) + to,±(r " rr) + to,±(rr " r)}. (3.69)

By subtracting the two di!raction patterns from each other, and then taking the

Fourier transform, we obtain an image of the di!erential profile

$to = to,+ " to,! (3.70)

which represents the dichroic quantity to be imaged.
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3.9 Dichroic MAD Imaging

In analogy to Section 3.7, we can develop dichroic MAD imaging, where we are

interested in the di!erential contrast of left and right circularly polarized light.

Since we will apply this technique later to magnetic dichroism, we will now refer

to dichroic contrast as magnetic contrast.

Let a sample inside a support region s(r) be described by complex transmit-

tance

tE,± $ 1 " kd(r)*±(&) " ikd(r)'±(&). (3.71)

Then the transmittance functions can be separated into a charge and a magnetic

component (refer to AppendixC for detailed derivation)

tE,±(r) = tc(r) * (*̂m + i'̂m)tm(r). (3.72)

where

*̂m = (*+ " *!)/
!

(*+ " *!)2 + ('+ " '!)2 (3.73)

'̂m = ('+ " '!)/
!

(*+ " *!)2 + ('+ " '!)2. (3.74)

Let T = F{t}; then we measure the intensity

I±(q)/I0 = |Tc(q) * (*̂m + i'̂m)Tm(q)|2. (3.75)

O!-resonance we measure

Io"(q)/I0 = |Tc(q)|2. (3.76)

while on-resonance we measure the symmetric and asymmetric intensity patterns

I±,e(q)/I0 = |Tc(q)|2 + |Tm(q)|2 * 2|Tc(q)Tm(q)|*̂ m cos(+cm(q)) (3.77)

I±,o(q)/I0 = *2|Tc(q)Tm(q)|'̂m sin(+cm(q)) (3.78)

where +cm(q) = Arg(Tc(q)) " Arg(Tm(q)).

From the five equations above, we determine the unknowns |Tc(q)|, |Tm(q)|,
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and +cm(q).

Starting with a random phase guess +c,0(q), we then retrieve +m,n(q) and +c,n(q)

as

tc,n = |sF!1{|Tc|ei"c,n"1}| (3.79)

+m,n = "+cm + Arg(F{tc,n}) (3.80)

tm,n = sF!1{|Tm|ei"m,n} (3.81)

+c,n = ++cm + Arg(F{tm,n}) (3.82)

where s(q) is a real space support. Again, taking the absolute value in Eqn. 3.79

requires tc(q) 0 0, / q, while it also selects the global phase for tc(q) to be zero. A

more detailed derivation including intermediate steps is found in Appendix C.



Chapter 4

Experimental Beamline Setup

This chapter is concerned with the setup of coherent scattering beamlines 5-2 and

13-3 at Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource, where most of the experi-

ments reported in this dissertation were performed. Some of the experiments were

performed at a similar beamline at the BESSY II synchrotron of Helmholtz Zen-

trum Berlin, Germany. The first section gives a brief overview of the beamline and

the control of spatial coherence. The subsequent sections provide more depth and

details.

41
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4.1 Overview

Figure 4.1 shows the beamline setup. An elliptically polarizable undulator (EPU)

consists of alternating magnets that wiggle electrons as they pass through the un-

dulator, thereby creating X-rays emitted tangentially to the electron path. Four

jaw slits serve as spatial filter and allow to manipulate the coherence properties of

the radiation transmitted down the beamline. Particularly, a tight gap allows filter-

ing the beam, making it spatially very coherent, while wide-open slits would allow

unfiltered and rather incoherent radiation to pass. This radiation is then focused

in the vertical direction onto the entry slit. The spherical grating monochrometer

then images, in the vertical direction only, the entry slit onto the exit slit. The

combination of entry and exit slit widths defines the energy resolution of the trans-

mitted radiation, and thereby its temporal coherence. A horizontal focusing mirror

images the undulator source directly onto the final focus position, the sample po-

sition. Finally, another vertical mirror images the exit slit vertically onto the final

focus position, where a typical sample to be imaged is placed. Alternatively, for

diagnosis of the coherence properties, double pinholes or a non-redundant array

may be placed here. Su"ciently coherent radiation can illuminate the sample and

di!ract, creating a phasor interferogram at a CCD camera in the far field of the

di!raction, recording the amplitude of the phasor but not its phase.
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Undulator
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Figure 4.1: Experimental Setup: The first vertical mirror images the source to the
entry slit. The spherical grating monochrometer images vertically onto the exit slit.
The last vertical mirror images onto the sample. The only horizontal mirror images
from the source directly to the sample. The spatial filter allows manipulating the
spatial coherence. A CCD camera records the di!raction pattern.
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4.2 Single Electron Undulator Radiation

An undulator is a device that uses alternating magnets to wiggle a traversing

electron beam, forcing it to emit radiation in cones along the line of travel. Classical

electrodynamics and special relativity predict a single traversing electron to radiate

into a central cone of approximate half-angle [2]

%cc !
1

,
'

Nu

(4.1)

where , is the ratio of the total electron energy to electron rest energy and Nu

is the number of alternating magnet periods in the undulator. In particular, as

shown in Fig. 4.2, a single traversing electron radiates cones of half-angles %% with

!
1

"
u

!
2

!
3

Figure 4.2: An undulator is a device that uses alternating magnets to wiggle a
traversing electron. The static magnetic field is alternating along the length of
the undulator with period #u. An electron traversing the undulator is forced to
undergo oscillations and can radiate a photon of wavelength #i (#1 < #2 < #3)
with a conic emission profile of half-angle %i (%1 < %2 < %3).
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wavelength [2]

# =
#u

2,2

(

1 +
K2

2
+ ,2%%

2

)

(4.2)

where K = (eB#u)/(2$mec) is the magnetic field strength parameter. The

natural unfiltered temporal coherence at the undulator is determined by the natural
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Figure 4.3: The measured undulator radiation spectrum allows determination of
the magnetic field strength parameter K. The cuto! wavelength of the undulator
is found at #min $ 1.31 nm or 950 eV. This corresponds to on-axis radiation with
%min = 0. The undulator equation then implies a magnetic field strength parameter
of K $ 0.88.
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wavelength spread,

"c(u) !
#cc

2

2c$#cc
!

1

2c
Nu#cc, (4.3)

while the natural spatial coherence at the undulator is determined by

!c(u) !
#cc

2$%cc
. (4.4)

At Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory the electron energy is 3GeV

giving , = 5871, and the undulator used at beamline 5-2 has Nu = 26 periods

giving a central cone of half-angle %cc ! 30 µrad. The undulator period is #u =

6.5 cm and the magnetic field parameter is measured to be K $ 0.88 using Fig 4.3.

With #cc ! 1.3 nm, an ab initio guesstimate of temporal coherence is "c(u) ! 50 as

(attoseconds) or !! (u) ! 15 nm, while an ab initio guesstimate of spatial coherence

is !c(u) ! 20 µm.

In order to determine whether the radiation emitted by one electron is indepen-

dent of the radiation emitted by another, we will calculate the photon degeneracy

at the undulator 'c(u) [15] in Section 4.5. At this point, however, it is su"cient to

know that the photon degeneracy of each emerging multi-electron radiation pulse

is much smaller than unity and hence each single-electron radiation cone is inde-

pendent of the other ones. Or, in di!erent words, we illuminate the beamline one

photon at a time.
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4.3 Temporal Coherence and the

Monochrometer

The temporal coherence length is important to be considered for di!raction pat-

terns of large objects with sharp or small features to be resolved. For example, if a

photon of 400 nm temporal coherence length scatters from two scatterers separated

by L = 20µm, the two wavelength components of the photon will interfere up to an

angle of arcsin(!!/L) = 1', where the path di!erences within the scattered photon

are still smaller than the temporal coherence length. For larger angle scattering, on

the other hand, the two wavelength components will not have the chance to inter-

fere and thereby do not encode the appropriate higher resolution information into

the di!raction pattern. The monochromaticity determining temporal coherence

is controlled by the spherical grating in combination with the entry and exit slit,

collectively called the spherical grating monochrometer. The grating monochrom-

eter splits incoming radiation into its spectral components, like a prism, as shown

in Fig. 4.4. The condition for constructive interference is a path di!erence equal to

an integer multiple of the radiation’s wavelength. Let the grating period be #g, the

integer multiple be n, the incidence angle be - < 0, the di!raction angle be * > 0,

and the radiation wavelength be #, then the constructive interference condition is

derived to be

# =
#g

n
(sin(-) + sin(*)) (4.5)

and the total di!erential in #(-, *) will be

$# =
#g

n
(cos(-)$- + cos(*)$*) (4.6)

As the entry and exit slit widths define $- and $* they also define the radiation’s

monochromaticity $#/#, whose inverse is also called energy resolving power NE =

Eph/$Eph.

In the experiment discussed, a grating of 1/#g = 1100mm!1 was used, with

- and * set to allow the first order (n = 1) # = 1.34 nm radiation to pass the

monochrometer, corresponding to a photon energy of 924 eV. The entry and exit
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Entry Slit Exit Slit

Monochrometer Grating

! "

Figure 4.4: A grating monochrometer is a di!raction grating that splits incoming
radiation into its spectral components. The entrance slit narrows the source of
the radiation, the exit slit selects the desired photon wavelength. The spread in
incidence angles $- and di!raction angles $* determines the degree of monochro-
maticity $# of the transmitted photons.

slit widths $- and $* were set to give a low-energy resolving power of Nm =

Eph/$Eph $ 600, resulting in low monochromaticity but high intensity. The

temporal coherence length turns out to be !! $ 1
2Nm# $ 400 nm and the coherence

time is "c $ 1.3 fs. Hence, in this case, objects of L = 20µm separation will still

interfere up to an angle of 1', corresponding to a temporal coherence induced

resolution limit of 70 nm $ #/sin(1') for the largest 20µm di!raction. For high-

resolution imaging, obviously a higher energy resolution is used.
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4.4 Spatial Coherence and the Monochrometer

For radiation of degeneracy 'c << 1, i.e. one photon at a time, spatial coherence

can in a simplistic view be described as the spatial position uncertainty of a single

photon. If the photon’s position spreads out over 40µm for example then the

photon can di!ract o! a 20µm object and can create a coherent di!raction pattern.

However, if the photon’s position spreads out over only 1µm, then a di!raction

pattern can yield information about the interior structure of the object but not the

shape of the object. By Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, the spatial coherence

of the radiation as it emerges from the undulator is inversely bound by the natural

angular spread in undulator divergence $%cc.

!3

!3
"1!1

a) b)

Figure 4.5: The monochrometer (not shown) selects a certain wavelength and
thereby radiation cone divergence. By Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle the spa-
tial coherence !i is inversely related to the radiation divergence %i. (a) Example of
a short wavelength radiation cone %1 and large spatial coherence !1. (b) Example
of a long wavelength radiation cone %3 and small spatial coherence !3.
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!2
c (u) >!

(

#cc

4$$%cc

)2

(4.7)

By the act of the monochrometer, allowing only photons of wavelength # = 1.34 nm

to pass, we restrict the divergence of these photons to $%% corresponding to the

single-electron radiation cone of half angle %% $ 33 µrad.

!2
c (u) >!

(

#

4$$%%

)2

(4.8)

Projected onto the horizontal plane, this single-electron radiation cone has a prob-

ability distribution of p(%x) = 2/(2$%% sin[arccos(%x/%%)]) and a root mean square

uncertainty of $%x = 0.68%%. Hence by introducing the monochrometer wavelength

selectivity, we increase the e!ective spatial coherence !c(u) at the undulator to

!c(u) >!
(

#

4$$%x

)

(4.9)

In the experiment discussed, this horizontal spatial coherence takes the lower

bound of !c(u) >! #/(4$0.68%%) $ 5 µm.
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4.5 Multi-Electron Radiation and Photon

Degeneracy

In a synchrotron like SSRL, electrons come in bunches emitting 1010 photons per

pulse, and the resulting multi-electron radiation will be a sum of displaced and

tilted single-electron radiation cones. Furthermore the electrons are spread out

with a horizontal (vertical) Gaussian width of 2(e,x $ 870 µm (2(e,y $ 60 µm)

and have a Gaussian distribution in horizontal (vertical) angular divergence of

(e,x
# $ 43 µrad ((e,y

# $ 6 µrad). Hence, the single-electron radiation cones emitted

by di!erent electrons are displaced relative to each other and some have a distorted

projection onto the xy-plane, perpendicular to the average beam direction.

Having developed the concepts of temporal and spatial coherence we can now

justify our earlier claim that we still illuminate the beamline photon by photon

and that the degeneracy parameter at the undulator position 'c,u << 1. The

degeneracy parameter is defined by Goodman [15] as

'c(u) =
1K2

MtMs
(4.10)

where K is the total photon count in a radiation pulse of length "p and cross section

2(e,x2(e,y, such that Mt = "p/"c is the number of temporal coherence cells within

the pulse width "p while Ms = 4(e,x(e,x/!2
u is the number of spatial coherence cells

in the cross section. If this degeneracy parameter 'c(u) << 1, then it is highly

probable that there will be no more than one photon at a time entering the beam-

line. As a result there is no photon bunching and the predominant system noise

is Poisson shot noise rather than classical intensity fluctuation [15], an observation

to be exploited later.

To calculate this degeneracy parameter, we start with the average power per

solid angle per electron radiated while in the undulator [2],

,

dPe

d(

-

!
e2c,4

.0#2
u

K2

(1 + K2/2)3
! 70 mWsr!1, (4.11)
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where e is the electron charge, c the speed of light, and .0 the electrical permittivity.

We integrate this expression over the thin monochrometer-selected radiation cone

1Pe2 !
,

dPe

d(

-
%

2$ sin(%%) d%% ! 15 pW ! 105 Eph s!1 (4.12)

where d%% = d#/#u%%. The undulator has a length of Lu = 1.69 m, so each electron

will spend a time of Lu/c = 5.6 ns in the undulator, which integrates to a total

energy radiated per electron of

1$Ee2 ! 1Pe2
Lu

c
! 6 · 10!4 Eph (4.13)

or in other words only 1 out of 1800 electrons sends out a single photon. With

Ne ! 1010 electrons per bunch, we get an estimate of a single X-ray pulse energy

1Ep2 ! Ne 1$Ee2 ! 6 · 106 Eph (4.14)

and hence the total photon count estimate per pulse

1K2 ! 6 · 106. (4.15)

The X-ray pulses at SSRL are about "p ! 15 ps in duration, hence with "c(u) !
50 as (attoseconds)

Mt =
"p

"c
! 300000 (4.16)

With 2(e,x $ 870 µm, 2(e,y $ 60 µm, and !c(u) >! 5 µm

Ms =
4(e,x(e,y

!2
c

! 2000 (4.17)

Combining the previous three derivations we obtain

'c(u) =
1K2

MtMs
! 1 · 10!2 << 1. (4.18)

This is the (e!ective) photon degeneracy at the undulator. Hence we illuminate
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the beamline one photon at a time. The photon degeneracy at the sample will be

'c(s) =
/

mtms
'c(u) << 1 (4.19)

where ms = mxmy ! 1/2.7 is the spatial demagnification factor from undulator

to sample position in both vertical and horizontal direction (to be discussed in

Section 4.6), mt ! Nu/Nm ! 1/20 is the improvement in temporal coherence from

undulator to monochrometer, and / ! 10!3 << 1 is the beamline e"ciency due to

vertical and horizontal mirrors and the spherical grating monochrometer. Hence

'c(s) << 1 and we also illuminate the sample one photon at a time.
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4.6 Spatial Coherence Propagation to Sample

So far we determined the e!ective spatial coherence at the undulator z = 0 = u.

To determine the horizontal spatial coherence at the sample position, we consider

the propagation of the radiation to the horizontal mirror z = zm = m, the e!ect

of the mirror on spatial coherence, and then the propagation from the mirror to

the sample at z = zs = s. As a single-electron radiation cone expands along the

beam direction z the spatial extent of the wavefront defines the spatial coherence

of the beam. The horizontal spatial coherence is then given by

!c(z) !

"

#

$

!u
>! #/(4$$%x) !u > !z, 0 < z < zm

!z ! 2$%xz !z > !u, 0 < z < zm

(4.20)

In this experiment the horizontal mirror is at zm = 21.3m, hence !(zm) ! 2 ·
0.68%%zm ! 1mm. Since the single-electron radiation cone divergence %% $ 33 µrad

is not significantly smaller than the aggregate multi-electron beam divergence

(e,x
# $ 43 µrad, the radiation cannot be considered incoherent at the focusing mir-

ror. Hence the Zernike approximation [3] about an e!ectively incoherent source

emerging from the focusing lens is inapplicable in this X-ray regime. The van

Cittert–Zernike theorem is therefore not applicable to determine the spatial coher-

ence in the image plane [7, 4]. Instead the horizontal focusing mirror focuses the

partially coherent radiation back onto the sample at zs = 29.2m.

!c(z) !

"

#

$

!z ! 2$%x(zs " z)/mx !z > !s, zm < z < zs

!s
>! #/(4$$%x) · mx !s > !z, zm < z < zs

(4.21)

The spatial coherence at the sample position will be an approximate image of the

spatial position uncertainty in the undulator, subject to a horizontal demagnifica-

tion factor of mx = (zs " zm)/zm = 1/2.7, giving a horizontal spatial coherence

estimate at the sample of !c(s) ! mx!c(u) >! 2 µm compared to !c(u) >! 5 µm.
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4.7 Variable Spatial Filtering

From Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, it follows that we can control spatial co-

herence by clipping the projected single-electron radiation cone probability func-

tion p(%x) = 2/(2$%% sin[arccos(%x/%%)]). This can be achieved by introducing

spatial filter slits as shown in Fig. 4.6. This restricts the divergence %x, increas-

ing the resulting spread $%x and (e!ective) spatial coherence at the undulator

!c(u) = !x(u).

In the present experiment, slits are introduced at zs = 10.8m from the undula-

tor. Since the multi-electron radiation has a Gaussian shape with horizontal width

2(e $ 870 µm> 2%%zs and horizontal angular divergence of (e
# $ 43 µrad > %%,

the multi-electron radiation at the slits will be a succession of many displaced and

distorted single-electron radiation cones. For slit widths Ws 0 2%zs $ 710µm,

we cut multi-electron radiation and photon flux density in the image, without

restricting many single-electron radiation cones. However, for slit widths Ws 3
2%zs $ 710µm, all remaining transmitted single-electron radiation cones will be

restricted. We expect the experimental multi-electron radiation spatial coherence

width at the sample !x(s)# (prime for multi-electron) to increase rapidly as the

single-electron radiation cone transmission probability function is clipped.
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"1

!1

a) b)

!x

"x

Figure 4.6: (a) Single-electron, single-wavelength radiation cone. (b) Single-
electron, single-wavelength radiation cone spatially filtered. (!1 < !x, %1 > %x)



Chapter 5

Sample Preparation

In this short chapter we briefly describe the sample preparation process that allows

us to realize the previously theoretically described spatial transmittance functions

in a real sample. Figure 5.1 illustrates the entire process.
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Sample Preparation

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Silicon substrate (100)

Silicon nitride deposited with low
pressure chemical vapor deposition

Optical lithography and dry etching
used to remove the silicon nitride

Potassium hydroxide anisotropic wet
etch selectively removes silicon to
form the silicon nitride window

Gold is deposited by sputter
deposition for x-ray opaque layer

Sample material is deposited on the
bottom side of the membrane

Object or support aperture is milled
with a Focused Ion Beam

If desired, a reference aperture is
milled with a Focused Ion Beam

Figure 5.1: Sample Preparation: Steps (a)–(h) lead from a basic crystalline
silicon waver to a transmission mask that can be used for imaging experiments or
coherence measurements. (Schlotter [33])
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5.1 Silicon Nitride Membranes

Silicon nitride films, only 50 nm to 100 nm thick, are durable enough to remain

structurally intact while bridging hundreds of micrometers or even a few mil-

limeters of empty space. Furthermore, the absorption of soft X-rays by such a

thin nitride membrane is remarkably low with transmission being on the order

of 60–90% depending on the operating wavelength. Thus the use of silicon ni-

tride membranes has become widespread for any X-ray transmission experiment,

where a transmissive membrane is needed to support any material of interest to

be examined.

Free-standing silicon nitride membranes are commercially available or manu-

factured in research laboratories. The process involves deposition of silicon nitride

onto a silicon crystal waver on both sides. A window is etched into the top sur-

face of the silion nitride using optical lithography. An anisotropic wet etch further

etches all the way through the silicon crystal until it leaves a free-standing silicon

nitride membrane.
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5.2 Sample Material Deposition

With the silicon nitride membrane providing structural support over hundreds of

micrometers, we can now deposit our material of interest on the bottom side of

the free-standing silicon nitride membrane.

A first example of a test structure to be imaged, sample I, consists of nanometer-

sized polystyrene spheres as shown in Chapter 7 in Fig. 7.1. Polystyrene spheres of

about 60 nm diameter were deposited from solution onto the backside of the sili-

con nitride membrane. Subsequently, a Co/Pd magnetic multilayer was deposited

by Hitachi Global Storage Technologies in order to study the magnetic reversal

behavior of the nanosphere caps at the cobalt L3 edge. [16]

A second example of a test structure to be imaged, sample II, consists of

nanometer sized pillars of silicon nitride as shown in Chapter 7 in Fig. 7.4. In

this case, the initial backside silicon nitride deposition was made thicker, such that

by electron lithography a pillar structure could be etched into the silicon nitride

membrane. The pillars have a width of about 100 nm. Subsequently, a Co/Pd mag-

netic multilayer was deposited by Hitachi Global Storage Technologies in order to

study the magnetic reversal characteristics of such bit patterned media systems at

the cobalt L3 edge. [27]

A third example of a test structure to be imaged, sample III, consists of nanome-

ter sized polystyrene spheres as shown in Fig. 7.6. In this case, polystyrene spheres

of about 90 nm and 300 nm diameter were deposited from solution onto the back-

side of the silicon nitride membrane in order to examine them at the carbon K

absorption edge. [31]

A fourth example of a test structure to be imaged, sample IV, consists of a

simple Co/Pd magnetic multilayer, showing “worm” domains of 100 nm width as

shown in Fig. 7.10. The film was deposited by Hitachi Global Storage Technologies

in order to study the perpendicular magnetic domain evolution on the nanometer

scale depending on deposition parameters and film microstructure. The X-ray

magnetic circular dichroism e!ect at the L3 absorption edge of cobalt makes this

a particularly suitable material to study. [37]
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5.3 Gold Deposition and Focused Ion Beam

With the sample material on the bottom side of the silicon nitride membrane, we

can now deposit a thick gold film on the front side. At 1µm thick, the gold will

transmit only 10 parts per million and is thus opaque for practical purposes. Using

focused ion beam milling, we can now selectively remove the thick gold layer in

order to form an aperture, usually circular in shape, that serves as the support

s(r). We know a priori that the sample’s transmittance outside of the support

area is close to zero. Inside the support area, the transmittance will be that of the

deposited sample material, apart from an overall weakening due to the homogenous

silicon nitride membrane.

In the case of transmittance masks for coherence measurements, such as double

pinholes or non-redundant arrays, and in the case of transmittance masks for

reference waves '(r) in Fourier transform holography, we similarly use focused ion

beam milling to remove material. This time, all material is removed including the

silicon nitride that in imaging applications would otherwise support the sample to

be imaged. Figure 5.2 shows a scanning electron microscopy image of an exemplary

cross section through a Fourier transform holography sample with support or object

aperture and an impulse-like reference aperture.
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1.5 m!

Example of a support aperture Example of a reference aperture

Au film

Figure 5.2: Exemplary Sample Cross Section: Vertically, there are three layers.
The bottom layer is a Co/Pd multilayer. The middle layer is a silicon nitride
membrane. The top thick layer is a 1 µm thick gold layer. On the left, the gold
was removed using focused ion beam milling to form a support aperture s(r). On
the right, in a small concentrated region, ions milled through all three layers to
form an impulse-like reference aperture '(r). (Schlotter [33])



Chapter 6

Coherence Experiments

In this chapter the results of coherence measurements will be presented. In the

first section we used double pinholes to measure the coherence factor at a single

spatial filter setting. In the subsequent section we used a non-redundant array to

measure the coherence factor for a variety of spatial filter settings. In the third

section we analyse the results and draw conclusions for lensless imaging using this

coherence profile as illuminating beam.
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6.1 Double Pinhole X-Ray Di"raction

In Section 4.6, we concluded that for unrestricted single-electron radiation cones,

the intrinsic horizontal spatial coherence at the sample !c is !c(s) >! mx #/(4$$%x) $
2 µm. In this first section, we apply a most restrictive spatial filter slit width of

only Ws = 13 µm as discussed in Section 4.7, thus resulting in a significantly en-

hanced coherence length of !c >> 2 µm. In this section, we use double pinholes

(DPH) to measure this enhanced coherence factor.

We performed visibility measurements with five double pinholes of 10 µm,

13 µm, 16 µm, 19 µm, and 23 µm separation. Figures 6.1 (a–c) show the first double

pinhole, its di!raction pattern, and linecut through the pattern. Figures 6.1 (d–q)

show the remaining linecuts from the remaining double pinholes. We notice that

even with a double pinhole separation of 23µm, we still observe a visibility of 0.5.

Figure 6.2 shows the visibilities plotted against double pinhole separation or

length scale in general. Interpolating through the measured visibilities as well as

the point (0, 1) gives us the enhanced spatial coherence factor. We now arbitrarily

define the experimental multi-electron radiation spatial coherence width !#c as the

full width 70% maximum of our measured spatial coherence function. In this case,

for a spatial filter setting of just Ws = 13 µm, we measure a coherence width of

!#c $ 33 µm. Note that the multi-electron radiation quantity !#c is related to the

single-electron radiation cone !v by summation of single-electron radiation cones,

by lens aberration e!ects, and by a 70% vs rms form factor.
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(a) 10µm Double Pinhole (DPH)

(b) 10µm DPH Diffraction,
Coherence Width ~ 33µm

(c) 10µm DPH Diffraction,
Coherence Width ~ 33µm
Visibility = 0.88

(d) 13µm DPH Diffraction,
Coherence Width ~ 33µm
Visibility = 0.79

(e) 16µm DPH Diffraction,
Coherence Width ~ 33µm
Visibility = 0.76

(f) 19µm DPH Diffraction,
Coherence Width ~ 33µm
Visibility = 0.66

(g) 23µm DPH Diffraction,
Coherence Width ~ 33µm
Visibility = 0.51

Figure 6.1: (a–c) 10µm DPH Micrograph, di!raction, and linecut. (d–g) 13µm,
16µm, 19µm, and 23µm DPH linecut. (# = 1.34 nm). (Rick et. al. [28])
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Figure 6.2: DPH fringe visibilities (circles) interpolate the spatial coherence func-
tion corresponding to a slit width of just 13 µm. (Rick et. al. [28])
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6.2 Non-Redundant Array X-Ray Di"raction

In this section, we measure the spatial coherence for five spatial filter settings by

placing a non-redundant array (NRA) at the sample position. The non-redundant

array used is shown in Fig. 6.3 (a), allowing interference up to length scales of

23µm. Its interference patterns are shown in Figures 6.3 (b–f) for strongly filtered

to unfiltered radiation.

Recalling Schell’s theorem, Eqn. 2.22, the far-field intensity distribution is given

by a Fourier transform of the real NRA autocorrelation, (tE % tE)($r) = (tE %
tE)($r), and the complex coherence function at the sample, µ($r) = !($r, 0)/

'
I0,

such that

I(q)/
!

I0 $ F{(tE % tE)($r) µ($r, 0)}. (6.1)

From the Hermitian symmetry properties of the Fourier transform as well as both

I(q) and (tE % tE) being real and symmetric, we conclude µ($r, 0) = µ($r, 0).

We now used the spatial coherence function at spatial filter width Ws = 13 µm

gained in the previous section using double pinholes and the non-redundant array

di!raction in Fig. 6.3 (b) to compute a profile of the autocorrelation (tE % tE).

Once the non-redundant array autocorrelation was known, the spatial filter

width Ws was varied to 140 µm, 400 µm, 610 µm, and completely open. The

di!raction patterns are shown in Figs. 6.3 (c–f). The spatial coherence functions

µ($r, Ws) were then deconvolved from the respective non-redundant array di!rac-

tion patterns I(q, Ws) using the non-redundant array autocorrelation. The result-

ing spatial coherence factors are shown in Fig. 6.4 (b).

We measured the respective experimental multi-electron radiation spatial co-

herence width !
!

c as 24 µm, 14 µm, 9 µm, and 4 µm. For the unfiltered source, we

thus find !#c $ 4µm, which is well consistent with our ab initio rms estimate of

!c
>! 2µm.
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(a) 23µm Non Redundant Array (NRA)

(b) 23µm NRA Diffraction,Coherence Width ~ 33µm

(c) 23µm NRA Diffraction,Coherence Width ~ 24µm

(d) 23µm NRA Diffraction,Coherence Width ~ 14µm

(e) 23µm NRA Diffraction,Coherence Width ~ 9µm

(f) 23µm NRA Diffraction,Coherence Width ~ 4µm

Figure 6.3: (a) NRA Micrograph.(b) Filtered NRA Di!raction. (c–e) Partially
filtered NRA Di!raction. (f) Unfiltered NRA Di!raction. (# = 1.34 nm). (Rick
et. al. [28])
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(b)

Figure 6.4: (a) Fourier transform of NRA di!raction for five di!erent spatial
filters. (b) DPH fringe visibilities (circles) interpolate the first spatial coherence
function. The remaining coherence functions were deconvolved from their di!rac-
tion patterns given the NRA autocorrelation. (Rick et. al. [28])
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6.3 Implications of Coherence for Imaging

By opening the spatial filter width Ws in the previous section, we lost coherence

as !#c approached its intrinsic value of 4 µm. Simultaneously, however, we gained

photon flux density due to the passage of more radiation. In this section, we derive

a simple, approximate optimal balance between these two resources.

The experimental spatial coherence !#c for the five spatial filter settings was

determined in the previous section. The photon flux density at the sample, '0(!#c),

can be computed from the integrated photon count rate in each non-redundant ar-

ray di!raction pattern divided by the total transmissive non-redundant array area

of 1.8µm2. For unfiltered illumination we obtained '0 ! 24107 photons s!1 µm!2.

The figure of merit describing the trade-o! between spatial coherence and pho-

ton flux density is the amplitude interferometer signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Let

us assume for simplicity that there is only a single non-periodic length scale L

to be imaged, which is represented by two small scatterers separated by distance

L on a transparent background. The fringe visibility signal-to-noise ratio of this

amplitude interferometer can be written as [15]

SNR !
|µ|N'

N
$ |µ|

'
N (6.2)

where N is the total photon count. To develop a toy model, let us assume for

analytic simplicity, the typical individual scatterer’s cross section to be a quarter

of the distance to its neighbor, %s ! (L/4)2. The integrated photon count over

the entire detector area during exposure time " is thus estimated to be

N ! '0"
L2

16
(6.3)

yielding

SNR ! |µ(L, !#c)|
!

'0(!#c)"
L

4
(6.4)

using the measured photon flux density '0 and the measured spatial coherence

factor µ.
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As a function of rising experimental spatial coherence width !#c, the signal-

to-noise ratio first increases due to the rapid increase in photon flux density '0,

then decreases due to the gradual decline of the spatial coherence factor µ. This

behavior is displayed for various length scales L in Fig. 6.5.

For example, consider the plot for the 3µm length scale. From experimen-

tal spatial coherence width of 4µm to just over 9µm, the signal-to-noise ratio

rises. From experimental spatial coherence width of just over 9µm to 33µm, the

open 610 400 140 13
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Figure 6.5: SNRs for selected length scales as a function of five coherence widths
(colored circles). Cubic splines interpolate between them. The optimum curve
through the maxima of the splines maps a length scale of interest to the spatial
coherence width (brown line and squares). (Rick et. al. [28])
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signal-to-noise ratio falls. Thus to image objects with length scale of 3µm, it is

optimal to set the experimental spatial coherence to just over 9µm, and similarly

for other length scales. In Fig. 6.5, the optimal signal-to-noise ratio curve (brown

line) connects each of these single length scale maxima.

As a function of rising length scale L, the signal-to-noise ratio first increases due

the rising cross section modeled as L2, then decreases due to the gradual decline

of the spatial coherence factor µ.

For example, consider the experimental spatial coherence width setting of

24µm, the blue open circles in Fig. 6.5. From length scales 3µm, 5µm, 7µm, 9µm

to 12µm, the signal-to-noise ratio increases. From length scales 12µm, 16µm,

19µm, to 21µm, the signal-to-noise ratio falls.

In the limit of imaging nanometer-sized objects smaller than the unfiltered

spatial coherence width, this simplifies to

SNR(L) !
N(L)

!

N(L)
!

!

'0(!#c)"
L

4
(6.5)

We need to remember that the signal-to-noise ratio of a certain length scale is

calculated using the noise of its own length scale. If multiple length scales are

present, the signal-to-noise ratio of a certain length scale also needs to account for

any noise of other length scales. Thus we modify Eqn. 6.2 to

SNR#(L) !
N(L)

!

%lN(l)
(6.6)

where %lN(l) is the sum over all noise sources from all length scales. With N(l)

being linear in l, the smallest signal for small length scales Ls thus faces the largest

noise due to large length scales Ll. Thus,

SNR#(Ls) !
N(Ls)

!

N(Ll)
! SNR(Ll)

L2
s

L2
l

(6.7)

Denoting the maximum length scales observed as the field of view (FV) or

support s(r) and the smallest length scales as the high-resolution (HR) features to
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be imaged, the relationship becomes

SNR# >! SNR(LFV )
L2

HR

L2
FV

(6.8)

The derived relation can be used as a rule of thumb to estimate the required expo-

sure time to image small structures. From Fig. 6.5 we read that a 3-µm length scale

has a signal-to-noise ratio of approximately 1600 sec!1/2 using spatially unfiltered

radiation. Allowing for a support s(r) or field of view on the order of 1.5µm, we

expect a signal-to-noise ratio on the order of approximately 800 sec!1/2, according

to Eqn. 6.5. If we wish to resolve 30 nm features in this 1.5µm support, we thus

face a signal-to-noise ratio of about 0.32 sec!1/2. If we wish to reach a signal-to-

noise ratio of about 4, then we need to illuminate this sample for at least 150 sec

or 2.5 min.

Typical illumination times for the imaging experiments presented in the next

chapter fall indeed into the range of 1–5 min. With the additional CCD camera

readout time, total data collection time is typically around 15–20 min per di!rac-

tion pattern.



Chapter 7

Imaging Experiments

In this chapter, we will present four examples of imaging experiments: two Fourier

transform holography and two multi-wavelength anomalous di!raction experiments.

The four samples I–IV have already been described briefly in Section 5.2.

The first sample, I, consists of 60-nm polystyrene spheres covered by a Co/Pd

multilayer and is imaged at the cobalt L3-edge using dichroic Fourier transform

holography. This sample was likely the first sample to use multiple references and

multiple objects in soft X-ray Fourier transform holography.

The second sample, II, consists of 100-nm patterned pillars covered by a Co/Pd

multilayer and is imaged at the cobalt L3-edge using dichroic Fourier transform

holography. This sample was part of research e!orts at Hitachi Global Storage

Technologies to develop pre-defined magnetic bit structures in order to increase

areal density in magnetic hard disk drives.

The third sample, III, consists of 90-nm and 300-nm polystyrene spheres and is

imaged at the carbon K-edge using multi-wavelength anomalous di!raction (MAD)

phasing. This sample was likely the first extension of the MAD methodology to

non-periodic samples at soft X-rays.

The fourth sample, IV, consists of a Co/Pd multilayer with 100-nm wide do-

mains and is imaged at the cobalt L3-edge using dichroic multi-wavelength anoma-

lous di!raction phasing. This sample was likely the first application of dichroic

MAD phasing to non-periodic objects at soft X-rays.
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7.1 Fourier Transform Holography—Sample I

In this section, we present dichroic Fourier transform holography results. Recall

from Section 3.8 that

I±(q)/I0 $ F{to,± % to,±($r)+ tr % tr($r)+ tr % to,±($r)+ to,± % tr($r)}. (7.1)

The Fourier transform of the intensity pattern is sometimes called the Patterson

map. It displays the autocorrelation of the real space transmittance function. We

note that the autocorrelation is a linear superposition of the reference and object

self-correlations tr%tr, to,±%to,± and the reference-object cross-correlations to,±%tr,

tr % to,±($r). One of the challenges or strengths of Fourier transform holography

is to use the available space in the Patterson map e"ciently. Since the cross-

correlations will reduce to real images of our object transmittance, the object

apertures and reference apertures have to be placed strategically, such that the

cross-correlations do not overlap with the self-correlations. While this is restricting

in some cases, in other cases it allows the simultaneous imaging of object apertures

in di!erent regions of the sample. Furthermore, multiple reference apertures per

object hole allow us to record multiple images of the same object simultaneously.

Sample I was our first sample to demonstrate the feasibility of imaging of

di!erent objects simultaneously. The sample is shown in Fig. 7.1. It has three

object apertures at various locations. Each object is surrounded by three reference

apertures positioned equally spaced on a circle centered on the object aperture.

This arrangement of object aperture plus three reference apertures has been labeled

A, B, and C. The upper half of Fig. 7.1 shows the gold-covered or front side of the

sample, with magnifications of the object apertures belonging to configurations A,

B, and C on the right. The lower half of Fig. 7.1 shows a schematic and an image of

the backside of the sample, covered with polystyrene spheres and a thin magnetic

Co/Pd multilayer. In the lower half on the right, we see successive magnifications

of the objects of configurations A, B, and C.

Figure 7.2 illustrates the strategic placing of the three object apertures and nine
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reference apertures. The left shows the real space image, highlighting each config-

uration, consisting of object and three references. If we take the self-correlation of

each configuration individually, we would obtain a map as seen on the right side

of the figure. However, the origin of each self-correlation is the same. The Patter-

son map is thus obtained by translating the three self-correlations to a common

origin as shown in the lower half of this figure. Thus, on the Patterson map, the

three-object self-correlations overlap, while each object-reference cross-correlation

is unperturbed. This was achieved by placing the references in configurations A,

B, and C at unique distances from the respective object aperture.

Figure 7.3 shows the actual Patterson map obtained from the Fourier trans-

form of positive helicity di!raction intensities minus negative helicity di!raction

intensities. We recognize the star-like formation as the self-correlations of config-

urations A, B, and C. The wide center spot represents the self-correlations of the

three apertures. The six innermost cross-correlations present images of the ob-

ject in configuration A. The six outermost cross-correlations present images of the

object in configuration C. The various smallest bright spots in the image present

reference to reference cross-correlations. The three object images for A, B, and

C in the white box are magnified and displayed below to be compared to their

respective electron microscopy images.
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Back Side:

58nm polystyrene spheres
on silicon nitride, covered by
a (red) magnetic multilayer
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Front side: 800nm Gold (Au) film,
with 3 object holes and 9 references

Figure 7.1: (Top) Scanning electron microscopy image with respective magnifi-
cations of the front side. (Bottom) Schematic and scanning electron microscopy
image with respective magnifications of the backside. (Günther et. al. [16])
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Figure 7.2: (Left) Scanning electron micrograph of the front side with object
and reference configurations A, B, and C. (Right) Self-correlations of individual
configurations A, B, and C, each in its own coordinate system. (Bottom) The
linear superposition of each self-correlation gives the final autocorrelation in a
common coordinate system. (Günther et. al. [16])
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Figure 7.3: (Top) The di!erential X-ray Patterson map. (Middle) Magnification
of object aperture cross-correlations. (Bottom) Scanning electron micrographs of
same object apertures. (Günther et. al. [16])
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7.2 Fourier Transform Holography—Sample II

In this section, we present the results of a second dichroic Fourier transform holog-

raphy sample. Hitachi Global Storage technologies seeks to increase hard disk

drive data densities. Ideally, each digital one or zero is represented by the smallest

magnetic moment volume possible. In a continuous magnetic film, however, neigh-

boring magnetic moments are strongly correlated, preventing the manufacturing

of bits smaller than the magnetic correlation length. To break that limit, one

approach is to store bits in patches of magnetic films, instead of continuous films,

where each patch of magnetic moment volume is spatially separated from neigh-

boring patches. The technology is called bit patterned media and has attracted

considerable scientific attention [22].

Sample II consists of such a bit patterned media structure—an array of square

silicon nitride pillars with a Co/Pd magnetic multilayer deposited everywhere. The

Co/Pd multilayer that is deposited into the trenches in between pillars will form a

grid of correlated magnetic moments. The Co/Pd multilayer that is deposited on

top of the the pillars is isolated from both the magnetic grid in between pillars as

well as the magnetic films on top of neighboring pillars. This allows the storage of

a single bit in the magnetic moment on top of a single pillar.

Figure 7.4 shows the gold-covered or front side of the sample in the upper half.

The sample consists of a single object aperture surrounded by five reference aper-

tures. We thus will form five simultaneous images of the object in the Patterson

map. The lower half of the figure shows a magnified view of the object aperture

from the backside. Each square pillar is about 100 nm by 100 nm with Co/Pd

covering the pillar tops as well as the floor in between pillars.

Figure 7.5 shows the images in the Patterson map for right circularly polarized

light alone (+), for the di!erence of right and left circularly polarized light ($),

as well as for the sum of the two helicities (%). Each column has five images,

one from each reference aperture. The sum of helicities, %, shows only the silicon

nitride pillars, while the X-ray magnetic circular dichroism images, $, show only

the magnetic domains. The positive helicity, +, shows a mixture of both.
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The sample was in a demagnetized state during image acquisition, where the

grid of magnetic moments in between pillars settles into an irrelevant lowest energy

state, while the data were stored in thermally stable magnetic moments on top of

the pillars.
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Figure 7.4: (Top) Scanning electron micrograph of the front side. (Bottom)
Scanning electron micrograph of the backside. (Pfau et.al. [27])
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+ ! "+ ! "

Figure 7.5: (Left) The positive helicity object aperture cross-correlations. (Mid-
dle) The di!erential object aperture cross-correlations. (Right) The averaged
object aperture cross-correlations. (Pfau et.al. [27])
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7.3 MAD Imaging—Sample III

In this section, we present the results of non-dichroic multi-wavelength anomalous

di!raction phasing. While Fourier transform holography is straightforward and

simple, it has the drawback of requiring large spatial coherence lengths, namely

from the object aperture all the way to the reference aperture. Furthermore,

the resolution of Fourier transform holography heavily depends on the size and

uniformity of the reference aperture. Unfortunately, using the focused ion beam

milling technique discussed in Section 5.3, reference apertures smaller than 30 nm

in size through 1µm of gold are rarely consistent. An alternative to imaging

with reference apertures is the multi-wavelength anomalous di!raction technique

as described in Section 3.7.

Sample III consists of a single object aperture and no reference apertures, as

shown in the top left of Fig. 7.6. Recall Eqn. 3.60

Ion/I0 = |TNR(q) " (*̂ + i'̂)TR(q)|2. (7.2)

The optical constants * and ' around the carbon K edge separate the di!raction

pattern into a resonant and a non-resonant pattern. They are shown in the top

right of Fig. 7.6. The absorption part * was gained from a variety of absorption

measurements interpolated by the atomic scattering factor model as described by

Henke and Gullikson [18]. The dispersion part ' was calculated using the Kramers–

Kronig relations. The bottom part of Fig. 7.6 shows a schematic illustration of the

sample in cross section.

Figure 7.7 shows the calculated quantities |TNR(q)| and |TR(q)| on the top left

and top middle. The top right shows the phase di!erence +NRR between TNR(q)

and TR(q). Applying the iterative procedure as introduced in Section 3.7 yields

the bottom three successive reconstructions for tR(q), the resonant part of the

transmittance function to be compared with the electron microscopy image in

Fig. 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: (Top Left) Scanning electron micrograph of backside with polystyrene
spheres. (Top Right) Optical constants * and ' around the carbon K-edge.
(Bottom) Schematic sample cross section. (Scherz et. al. [31, 42])
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Figure 7.7: (Top Left) Amplitude of non-resonant di!raction |TNR(q)|. (Top
Middle) Amplitude of resonant di!raction |TR(q)|. (Top Right) Phase di!erence
+NRR between TNR(q) and TR(q). (Bottom) Iterations 2, 5, and 10 of the MAD
reconstruction algorithm. (Scherz et. al. [31, 42])
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7.4 MAD Imaging—Sample IV

In this section, we present the results of magnetic or dichroic multi-wavelength

anomalous di!raction phasing, as described in Section 3.9.

Sample IV consists of a single circular object aperture and no reference aper-

tures, with a simple Co/Pd multilayer on the backside, giving magnetic “worm”

domains of characteristic width of 100 nm [17]. Recall Eqn. 3.75,

I±/I0 = |Tc(q) * (*̂m + i'̂m)Tm(q)|2. (7.3)

The optical constants *±, '±, *̂m, and *̂m around the cobalt L3 edge are shown in

Fig. 7.8. Again, the absorption part *± was gained from a variety of absorption

measurements interpolated by the atomic scattering factor model as described

by Henke and Gullikson [18]. The dispersion part '± was calculated using the

Kramers–Kronig relations.

We recorded o!-resonance di!raction at an energy of 767.5 eV, while we recorded

on-resonance di!raction patterns at two di!erent energies in order to gain two in-

dependent reconstructions for comparison. One set of patterns was recorded at

778.1 eV, while another set was recorded at 776.8 eV.

Figure 7.9 shows the measured and computed quantities for the first di!raction

data set. In the low-q range of Fig. 7.9 (d), |Tc| was augmented by a fitted Airy

di!raction pattern, while in the low-q ranges of Fig. 7.9 (e,f), |Tm| and +cm were

set to zero.

Figure 7.10 (a,b) show the reconstructions for tm after just five iterations at

778.1 eV and 776.8 eV. Convergence occurs in less than five iterations and is sig-

nificantly faster than typical phase retrieval methods.
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Figure 7.8: (a) Optical constants of Co for absorption (*±) and dispersion ('±)
for positive and negative X-ray helicity, respectively. (b) Magnetic dichroic optical
constants. (Scherz et. al. [30])
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Measured

(a) Ioff/I0 (767.5eV)

(b) I+/I0 (778.1eV)

(c) I
!

/I0 (778.1eV)

Computed

(d) |Tc|

(e) |Tm|

(f) !mc

 

 

Figure 7.9: (a, b, c) O!-resonance di!raction Io", on-resonance di!raction of
positive X-ray helicity I+, and on-resonance di!raction of negative X-ray helicity
I!. Logarithmic plot. Colorbar: [1, 12]. (d, e) Charge transmittance |Tc| and
magnetic transmittance |Tm|. Logarithmic plot. Colorbar: [1, 5]. (f) Phase
di!erence of charge to magnetic transmittance. Colorbar: [0, 2$]. (Wang et.
al. [37])
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(a) 778.1eV (b) 776.8eV

Figure 7.10: (a) Phase-retrieval reconstruction using 778.1 eV on-resonance
and 767.5 eV o!-resonance di!raction. (b) Phase-retrieval reconstruction using
776.8 eV on-resonance and 767.5 eV o!-resonance di!raction. (Wang et. al. [37])
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7.5 The Phase Retrieval Transfer Function

In this section, let us briefly address the resolution of the imaging technique pre-

sented in the previous section.

Figure 7.11 (a) shows a line cut through the reconstructions of Fig. 7.10 (a, b).

The smallest 10–90% rise distance, measured to be around 40 nm in Fig. 7.11,

derives from the convolution of the true point spread function and the domain

wall size of this specific sample. The domain wall size has been estimated to be

about 20–25 nm [17]. Based on these numbers, one could thus guess a resolution

of about 20–30 nm. The 10–90% rise distances of 40 nm represent a hard upper

bound for the resolution.

Another way of estimating the resolution of this technique is to examine the

phase retrieval transfer function (PRTF) as defined by Shapiro et al. [34]. We cal-

culate the phase retrieval transfer function as the average of the reconstructed am-

plitudes F{tm} over iterations 10 to 110, divided by the experimentally measured

dichroic amplitudes |Tm|. Figure 7.12 (a) shows the dichroic reconstructed ampli-

tudes and the dichroic measured amplitudes in frequency space. Figure 7.12 (b)

shows the phase retrieval transfer function, suggesting that at least 50–70% of the

spectral amplitudes are reconstructed all the way to 50 nm length scales, while

only 20% of the spectral amplitudes are reconstructed at 20 nm length scales.

Note that due to the missing low-q information, no stable low-q information

is reconstructed. This is visible in Fig. 7.11 (a) by the variable peak heights. If,

instead of iterating for the phases +c and +m, we assumed that the charge trans-

mittance tc had the phase +c of a perfect circular top-hat function of the size of

the support, and the phase +m was zero in the low-q region of missing data, we

can simply calculate complex Tm in its entirety. We obtain a reconstruction and

a linecut as shown in Fig. 7.11 (b). No iterations were performed in this case. One

notices that the peak heights are more consistent. It is thus reasonable to assume

that Fig. 7.11 (b) is actually a better reconstruction than Fig. 7.11 (a). This method

of assuming the phase pattern is applicable only if the sample consists only of an

unknown dichroic transmittance, while the charge transmittance is known entirely.
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Figure 7.11: (a) Line cuts through 778.1 eV and 776.8 eV phase-retrieval recon-
structions. (b) Line cuts through 778.1 eV and 776.8 eV calculated reconstructions.
The phase of the charge transmittance in frequency space was assumed to be the
phase of the Fourier transform of an ideal circular top-hat function. (Wang et.
al. [37])
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Figure 7.12: (a) Dichroic transmittance amplitudes in frequency space. (b)
Dichroic phase retrieval transfer function (PRTF) in frequency space. (Wang et.
al. [37])



Chapter 8

Conclusions

In summary, we have examined the coherence properties of synchrotron beam lines

and related them to the basic underlying principle of Heisenberg uncertainty. We

developed an e"cient procedure to optimize spatial coherence while taking into

account the trade-o! with photon flux. For X-ray laser pulse experiments, the

signal-to-noise ratio analysis presented allows the determination of the minimum

peak brightness and pulse width.

We demonstrated lensless Fourier transform holography with applications to

magnetic materials. Removing reference apertures and illuminating only objects,

we then extended the multi-wavelength anomalous di!raction technique to non-

periodic objects. While proven resolutions are around 20–30 nm, the technique

is, in principle, wavelength limited. Going forward, the introduced methodology

could further be employed for lensless scanning microscopy by separating the gold

aperture from the transparent sample. By sliding the sample relative to the gold

aperture di!erent regions can be probed.
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Appendix A

List of Symbols

Table A.1: List of most common symbols

Symbol Usage

x Real (as opposed to complex) quantity
x Complex quantity
x" Complex conjugate quantity
0x A 3D vector quantity
E Electric field
! Mutual coherence function
I Intensity
E Energy
!! Coherence length (temporal)
!c Coherence length (spatial)
%0 Coherence area (spatial)
E Energy
& Angular frequency
k Wave vector
n Complex refractive index
', * Real and imaginary terms of the refractive index
µz Absorption coe"cient
)z Dispersion coe"cient
tI Intensity transmission
tE Amplitude transmittance
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Appendix B

Full Derivation of Resonant MAD

Let x be the notation for complex variables. Let 0x be the notation for vectors in

space. Let arbitrary linear polarization in space be defined by

0"0 = px0.x + py0.y. (B.1)

Let a sample be illuminated with coherent soft X-rays of vacuum wave vector
0k = k0ez and polarization 0"0

0E0 = E0 0"0 exp(i0k · 0r " i&t). (B.2)

At z = 0 this wave is of form

0E0 = E0 0"0 exp("i&t). (B.3)

Let the sample be a thin film of uniform thickness d, from z = 0 to z = d.

Depending on the energy E of the incident X-rays, the complex index of refraction

is

n(E) = 1 " '(E) + i*(E) (B.4)

yielding an exit wave after transmission through the film at z = d of

0E1(E) = E0 0"0 exp(iknd " i&t). (B.5)
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We thus obtain the complex transmittance functions

t(E) = exp(iknd). (B.6)

We apply the thin film approximation to obtain

t(E) $ 1 " iknd = 1 " kd*(E) " ikd'(E). (B.7)

We now decompose the on-resonance transmittance into a non-resonant transmit-

tance component and a resonant transmittance component such that

t(Eo") = tNR (B.8)

t(Eon) = tNR " tR (B.9)

or

tNR $ 1 " kd*o" " ikd'o" (B.10)

tR $ 0 + kd(*on + *o") + ikd('on + 'o"). (B.11)

In order to use the Hermitian symmetry properties of the Fourier transform later,

it is advantageous to re-express the complex transmittance components tNR, tR in

terms of transmittance components tNR, tR multiplied by phase factors, which we

will denote as (*̂NR + i'̂NR) and (*̂R + i'̂R). We rewrite

tNR =
tNR

|tNR|
tNR $ (*̂NR + i'̂NR)tNR (B.12)

tR =
tR

|tR|
tR $ (*̂R + i'̂R)tR (B.13)

where tNR and tR are now real (as opposed to complex) quantities. The phase

factors are gained from Eqns.B.10 and B.11

*̂NR = (1/kd " *o")/
!

(1/kd " *o")2 + ('o")2 (B.14)
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'̂NR = 'o"/
!

(1/kd " *o"))2 + ('o"))2 (B.15)

*̂R = (*on " *o")/
!

(*on " *o")2 + ('on " 'o")2 (B.16)

'̂R = ('on " 'o")/
!

(*on " *o")2 + ('on " 'o")2. (B.17)

If 1/kd >> *on, *o", 'on, 'o", we can approximate *̂NR $ 1 and '̂NR $ 0, simplifying

our original transmittance equation

t(Eon) $ (*̂NR + i'̂NR)tNR " (*̂R + i'̂R)tR (B.18)

to

t(Eon) $ tNR " (*̂R + i'̂R)tR. (B.19)

We will call *̂R and '̂R the normalized resonant optical constants, due to the unit

circle normalization *̂2
R + '̂2

R = 1. While the normalized resonant optical constants

capture the phases of the transmittance components tNR and tR, their magnitudes

tNR and tR are functions of the unnormalized optical constants *on, *o", 'on, 'o".

We now examine the far-field di!raction pattern 0E2, emerging from the on-resonance

sample exit wave.
0E2,on = F{0E1,on} = F{t(Eon)0E0} (B.20)

Substituting for t(Eon) we deduce

0E2,on $ F{tNR " (*̂R + i'̂R)tR} 0E0,±. (B.21)

By defining TNR = F{tNR} and TR = F{tR}, we simplify the equation to

0E2,on $ {TNR " (*̂R + i'̂R)TR} 0E0. (B.22)

Note that since tNR and tR are only mathematical definitions, TNR and TR are

also only definitions and the quantities TNR
0E0 and TR

0E0 do not necessarily

represent physical electric fields in the far field. Only the intensity |0E2,on|2 is a

physical quantity and measurable. What makes the separation into TR and TNR

meaningful is that o!-resonance, |TNR
0E0|2 becomes the physically meaningful
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intensity, with tR vanishing to zero.

Thus, to reconstruct images of the transmittance profiles tNR and tR, we seek

to measure ENR = |ENR| exp(i+NR) and ER = |ER| exp(i+R).

We can now measure two on-resonance di!raction patterns at di!erent energies

E1 and E2. Both di!raction patterns are scaled such that the impinging radiation

is of amplitude E0. Hence we obtain experimentally

Ion,1 $ |TNR " (*̂R,1 + i'̂R,1)TR|2 E2
0 (B.23)

Ion,2 $ |TNR " (*̂R,2 + i'̂R,2)TR|2 E2
0 . (B.24)

Expanding the equations we obtain

Ion,1/E
2
0 $ |TNR|2+ |TR|2" *̂R,1(TNRT"

R +T"
NRTR)" '̂R,1("i)(TNRT"

R"T"
NRTR)

(B.25)

Ion,2/E
2
0 $ |TNR|2+|TR|2"*̂R,2(TNRT"

R+T"
NRTR)" '̂R,2("i)(TNRT"

R"T"
NRTR).

(B.26)

Defining the phase di!erence +NRR = +NR " +R, Eqns. B.25 and B.26 become

Ion,1/E
2
0 $ |TNR|2 + |TR|2"2*̂R,1|TNR||TR|cos(+NRR)"2'̂R,1|TNR||TR|sin(+NRR)

(B.27)

Ion,2/E
2
0 $ |TNR|2+|TR|2"2*̂R,2|TNR||TR|cos(+NRR)"2'̂R,2|TNR||TR|sin(+NRR).

(B.28)

We now utilize the fact that TNR and TR are Fourier transforms of real functions

tNR and tR. For a real function a(r) = F!1{A(q)}, its Fourier transform obeys the

Hermitian symmetry property A(q) = A"("q), or in terms of magnitude and phase

|A(q)| = |A("q)| and +A(q) = "+A("q). We thus deduce that the amplitudes

|TNR| and |TR| are symmetric or even with respect to the origin q = 0, while the

phases +NR and +R are antisymmetric or odd with respect to the origin q = 0.

With +NR and +R antisymmetric, cos(+NRR) becomes symmetric and sin(+NRR)

antisymmetric. Thus, upon splitting Eqns. B.28 into even and odd components,
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we obtain

Ion,1,e/E
2
0 $ |TNR|2 + |TR|2 " 2*̂R,1|TNR||TR| cos(+NRR) (B.29)

Ion,1,o/E
2
0 $ "2'̂R,1|TNR||TR| sin(+NRR) (B.30)

Ion,2,e/E
2
0 $ |TNR|2 + |TR|2 " 2*̂R,2|TNR||TR| cos(+NRR) (B.31)

Ion,2,o/E
2
0 $ "2'̂R,2|TNR||TR| sin(+NRR) (B.32)

where Ion,1,e and Ion,1,o are even and odd components of Ion,1.

If furthermore |TNR|2 >> |TR|2, we can drop the |TR|2 term. From these four

equations, we can then compute |TNR|, |TR|, and +NRR experimentally as follows.

|TNR| =

+

*̂R,2Ion,1,e " *̂R,1Ion,2,e

*̂R,2 " *̂R,2

(B.33)

tan(+NRR) =
Ion,1,o " Ion,2,o

Ion,1,e " Ion,2,e

*̂R,1 " *̂R,2

'̂R,1 " '̂R,2

(B.34)

|TR| = "
Ion,1,o/E2

0

2'̂R,1|TNR| sin(+NRR)
(B.35)

Once we obtained TNR and TR through phase retrieval, we can determine the

transmittance profiles

tNR = F!1{Tc} (B.36)

tR = F!1{Tm} (B.37)

from which we can calculate the original transmittance functions

t(E) = tNR " (*̂R(E) + i'̂R(E))tR. (B.38)



Appendix C

Full Derivation of Dichroic MAD

Let x be the notation for complex variables. Let 0x be the notation for vectors in

space. Let positive and negative helicity in space be defined by

0"± = *
1'
2
{0.x ± i0.y}. (C.1)

Let a sample be illuminated with coherent soft X-rays of vacuum wave vector
0k = k0ez and helicity 0"±

0E0,± = E0 0"± exp(i0k · 0r " i&t). (C.2)

At z = 0 this wave is of form

0E0,± = E0 0"± exp("i&t). (C.3)

Let the sample be a thin film of uniform thickness d, from z = 0 to z = d.

Depending on the energy E and helicity 0"± of the incident X-rays, the complex

index of refraction is

n±(E) = 1 " '±(E) + i*±(E) (C.4)

yielding an exit wave after transmission through the film at z = d of

0E1,±(E) = E0 0"± exp(ikn±d " i&t). (C.5)
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We thus obtain the complex transmittance functions

t±(E) = exp(ikn±d). (C.6)

We apply the thin film approximation to obtain

t±(E) $ 1 " ikn±d = 1 " kd*±(E) " ikd'±(E). (C.7)

We now decompose the transmittance into a charge transmittance component and

a magnetic (dichroic) transmittance component such that

t±(E) = tc * tm (C.8)

by defining

tc(E) = (t+ + t!)/2 $ 1 " kd(*+ + *!)/2 " ikd('+ + '!)/2 (C.9)

tm(E) = (t+ " t!)/2 $ 0 " kd(*+ " *!)/2 " ikd('+ " '!)/2. (C.10)

In order to use the Hermitian symmetry properties of the Fourier transform later,

it is advantageous to re-express the complex transmittance components tc, tm in

terms of transmittance components tc, tm multiplied by phase factors, which we

will denote as (*̂c + i'̂c) and (*̂m + i'̂m). We rewrite

tc(E) =
tc

|tc|
tc $ (*̂c + i'̂c)tc (C.11)

tm(E) =
tm

|tm|
tm $ (*̂m + i'̂m)tm (C.12)

where tc and tm are now real (as opposed to complex) quantities. The phase factors

are gained from Eqns.C.9 and C.10

*̂c(E) = (2/kd " *+ " *!)/
!

(2/kd " *+ " *!)2 + ("'+ " '!)2 (C.13)
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'̂c(E) = ("'+ " '!)/
!

(2/kd " *+ " *!)2 + ("'+ " '!)2 (C.14)

*̂m(E) = (*+ " *!)/
!

(*+ " *!)2 + ('+ " '!)2 (C.15)

'̂m(E) = ('+ " '!)/
!

(*+ " *!)2 + ('+ " '!)2. (C.16)

If 1/kd >> *+, *!, '+, '!, we can approximate *̂c $ 1 and '̂c $ 0, simplifying our

original transmittance equation

t±(E) $ (*̂c + i'̂c)tc * (*̂m + i'̂m)tm (C.17)

to

t±(E) $ tc * (*̂m(E) + i'̂m(E))tm. (C.18)

We will call *̂m and '̂m the normalized dichroic optical constants, due to the unit

circle normalization *̂2
m + '̂2

m = 1. While the normalized dichroic optical constants

capture the phases of the transmittance components tc and tm, their magnitudes

tc and tm are functions of the unnormalized optical constants *+, *!, '+, '!.

We now examine the far field di!raction pattern 0E2,±, emerging from the sample

exit wave.
0E2,± = F{0E1,±} = F{t±0E0,±} (C.19)

Substituting for t± we deduce

0E2,± $ F{tc * (*̂m + i'̂m)tm} 0E0,±. (C.20)

By defining Tc = F{tc} and Tm = F{tm}, we simplify the equation to

0E2,± $ {Tc * (*̂m + i'̂m)Tm} 0E0,±. (C.21)

Note that since tc and tm are only mathematical definitions, Tc and Tm are also

only definitions and the quantities Tc
0E0,± and Tm

0E0,± do not necessarily repre-

sent physical electric fields in the far field. Only the intensity |0E2,±|2 is a physical

quantity and measurable. What makes the separation into Tm and Tc meaningful

is that o!-resonance, |Tc
0E0,±|2 becomes the physically meaningful intensity, with
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tm vanishing to zero.

Thus, to reconstruct images of the transmittance profiles tc and tm, we seek to

measure Ec = |Ec| exp(i+c) and Em = |Em| exp(i+m).

We now take advantage of the explicit energy dependence of the optical con-

stants, by measuring three di!raction patterns, one o! resonance where *+"*! $
'+ " '! $ (*̂m + i'̂m)Tm $ 0, and two on resonance with right and left helic-

ity. While all three di!raction patterns are gained at di!erent energies and/or

helicities, they are all scaled such that the impinging radiation is of amplitude E0.

Hence we obtain experimentally

Io" $ |Tc|2 E2
0 (C.22)

I+ $ |Tc " (*̂m + i'̂m)Tm|2 E2
0 (C.23)

I! $ |Tc + (*̂m + i'̂m)Tm|2 E2
0 . (C.24)

Expanding Eqns.C.23 and C.24, we obtain

Io"/E
2
0 $ |Tc|2 (C.25)

I+/E2
0 $ |Tc|2 + |Tm|2 " *̂m(TcT

"
m + T"

cTm) " '̂m("i)(TcT
"
m "T"

cTm) (C.26)

I!/E2
0 $ |Tc|2 + |Tm|2 + *̂m(TcT

"
m + T"

cTm) + '̂m("i)(TcT
"
m " T"

cTm). (C.27)

Defining the phase di!erence +cm = +c " +m, Eqns.C.25, C.26, and C.27 become

Io"/E
2
0 $ |Tc|2 (C.28)

I+/E2
0 $ |Tc|2 + |Tm|2 " 2*̂m|Tc||Tm| cos(+cm) " 2'̂m|Tc||Tm| sin(+cm) (C.29)

I!/E2
0 $ |Tc|2 + |Tm|2 + 2*̂m|Tc||Tm| cos(+cm) + 2'̂m|Tc||Tm| sin(+cm). (C.30)

We now utilize the fact that Tc and Tm are Fourier transforms of real functions

tc and tm. For a real function a(r) = F!1{A(q)}, its Fourier transform obeys the

Hermitian symmetry property A(q) = A"("q), or in terms of magnitude and phase
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|A(q)| = |A("q)| and +A(q) = "+A("q). We thus deduce that the amplitudes |Tc|
and |Tm| are symmetric or even with with respect to the origin q = 0, while the

phases +c and +m are antisymmetric or odd with respect to the origin q = 0. With

+c and +m antisymmetric, cos(+cm) becomes symmetric and sin(+cm) antisymmet-

ric. Thus, upon splitting Eqns.C.29 and C.30 into even and odd components, we

obtain

Io"/E
2
0 $ |Tc|2 (C.31)

I+,e/E
2
0 $ |Tc|2 + |Tm|2 " 2*̂m|Tc||Tm| cos(+cm) (C.32)

I!,e/E
2
0 $ |Tc|2 + |Tm|2 + 2*̂m|Tc||Tm| cos(+cm) (C.33)

I+,o/E
2
0 $ "2'̂m|Tc||Tm| sin(+cm) (C.34)

I!,o/E
2
0 $ +2'̂m|Tc||Tm| sin(+cm) (C.35)

where I±,e and I±,o are even and odd components.

From these five equations, we can now compute |Tc|, |Tm|, and +cm experi-

mentally as follows.

|Tc| =
.

Ioff/E2
0 (C.36)

|Tm| =
.

(I+,e + I!,e " 2Ioff)/2E2
0 (C.37)

cos(+cm) =
I+,e " I!,e

"4*̂m|Tc||Tm|E2
0

(C.38)

sin(+cm) =
I+,o " I!,o

"4'̂m|Tc||Tm|E2
0

(C.39)

Once we obtained Tc and Tm through phase retrieval, we can determine the trans-

mittance profiles

tc = F!1{Tc} (C.40)

tm = F!1{Tm} (C.41)

from which we can calculate the original transmittance functions

t±(E) = tc * (*̂m(E) + i'̂m(E))tm. (C.42)
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1. W. F. Schlotter, R. Rick, K. Chen, A. Scherz, J. Stöhr, J. Lüning,
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Applied Physics Letters, 89, 163112 (2006)
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Table D.2: List of publications (continued)
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Physical Review Letters, 101, 076101 (2008).
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“Optimal signal-to-noise ratios for soft x-ray lensless imaging”
Optics Letters, 34, 5, 650 (2009).
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